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relevant	file	via	KPM	CHA1PTERWhat	will	you	learn?•	Direct	Variation•	Inverse	Variation•	Combined	VariationWhy	study	this	chapter?The	concept	of	variation	is	commonly	used	in	our	daily	life	and	in	the	fields	of	science	and	mathematics.	For	example,	finding	the	distance	travelled	in	terms	of	speed	and	given	time,	investigating	the	relation	between
the	depth	of	the	sea	and	the	water	pressure	and	others.Do	you	know?The	symbol	∝	was	introduced	by	William	Emerson	(1701-1782),	an	English	mathematician,	in	1768	in	his	book,	The	Doctrine	of	Fluxions.Variation	For	more	information:bit.do/DoYouKnowChap1	WORD	BANK	constantvariablecombined	variation	direct	variation	inverse	variation	joint
variationpemalarpemboleh	ubah	ubahan	bergabung	ubahan	langsung	ubahan	songsang	ubahan	tercantum	In	scientific	research,	electricians	conduct	experiments	to	investigate	the	relation	between	two	or	more	variables.	For	example,	in	an	experiment	on	electric	current,	if	the	value	of	voltage	increases,	then	the	value	of	the	current	flowing	through
the	circuit	increases	too	and	vice	versa.	In	contrast,	if	the	value	of	the	resistance	decreases,	then	the	value	of	the	current	increases	and	vice	versa.Do	you	know	how	the	current	(I),	voltage	(V)	and	resistance	(R)	relate	to	each	other?1	KPM	5	cups	of	rice	for10	servings.	10	cups	of	rice	for	20	servings.	MIND	MOBILISATION	1Individual	Aim:	To	explain
the	meaning	of	direct	variation.	Steps:1.	By	browsing	through	the	Bank	Negara	Malaysia	website,	find	the	latest	rate	of	currency	exchange	of	Malaysian	Ringgit	(RM)	to	Singapore	Dollar	($),	Thailand	Baht	(B|	)	and	Japanese	Yen	(¥).2.	By	using	the	rate	of	currency	exchange,	calculate	the	following	values	of	Malaysian	Ringgit	to	Singapore	Dollar,
Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen.	Malaysian	Ringgit	(RM)	10	20	30	40	50	Singapore	Dollar	($)	Thailand	Baht	(B|	)	Japanese	Yen	(¥)	1.1	Direct	VariationWhat	is	the	meaning	of	direct	variation?	A	chef	needs	to	decide	the	amount	of	ingredients	to	be	used	according	to	the	number	of	servings.	If	the	ingredients	used	increase,	then	the	number	of	servings
increases.	On	the	contrary,	if	the	ingredients	used	decrease,	then	the	number	of	servings	decreases	too.In	our	daily	life,	we	often	face	situations	that	involve	the	relation	of	quantity	changes.	For	example,	the	distance	travelled	and	the	taxi	fare,	the	amount	of	interest	earned	over	a	period	of	time	at	a	certain	interest	rate.2KPMExplain	the	meaning	of
direct	variation.CHAPTER	1CHAPTER	1	Variation	Discussion:1.	State	the	change(a)	to	Singapore	Dollar,	Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen	when	Malaysian	Ringgitincreases,(b)	to	Singapore	Dollar,	Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen	when	Malaysian	Ringgitdivides	by	four,(c)	to	Singapore	Dollar,	Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen	when	Malaysian	Ringgitis
doubled,(d)	to	Singapore	Dollar,	Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen	when	Malaysian	Ringgitdecreases	by	50%.2.	What	is	the	relation	between	the	value	of	Malaysian	Ringgit	and	the	values	of	Singapore	Dollar,	Thailand	Baht	and	Japanese	Yen?	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	1	show	that	the	change	in	the	value	of	Malaysian	Ringgit,	RM	corresponds	to
the	change	in	the	values	of	Singapore	Dollar,	$,	Thailand	Baht,	B|	and	Japanese	Yen,	¥.	The	value	of	RM	increases	when	the	values	of	$,	B|	and	¥	increase,	and	the	value	of	RM	decreases	when	the	values	of	$,	B|	and	¥	decrease.	This	relation	is	known	as	a	direct	variation.	In	general,1The	total	wage	of	a	part	time	worker	as	a	promoter	varies	directly	as
the	number	of	hours	he	works.	State	the	change	on(a)	the	total	wage	if	the	number	of	working	hours	is	doubled,(b)	the	total	wage	if	the	number	of	working	hours	decreases	by	40%,(c)	the	number	of	working	hours	if	the	total	wage	is	halved.Solution:(a)	The	total	wage	is	doubled.(b)	The	total	wage	decreases	by	40%.(c)	The	number	of	working	hours	is
halved.Self	Practice	1.1a1.	The	value	of	resistance	of	a	wire	varies	directly	as	its	temperature.	State	the	change	on	(a)	the	value	of	resistance	if	the	temperature	increases	by	10%,(b)	the	value	of	resistance	if	the	temperature	decreases	by	half,1	Direct	variation	explains	the	relation	between	two	variables,	such	that	when	variabley	increases,	then
variable	x	also	increases	at	the	same	rate	and	vice	versa.	This	relation	can	be	written	as	y	varies	directly	as	x.Example	(c)	the	temperature	if	the	value	of	the	resistance	decreases	by	4	.3KPM	CHAPTER	1	Time	(minutes)	5	10	15	20	25	Number	of	bottles	10	20	30	40	50	MIND	MOBILISATION	2GroupDetermine	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	a
direct	variation.	Aim:	To	determine	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	a	direct	variation.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	six	groups.2.	Each	group	chooses	a	type	of	rate	from	the	list	below.	(a)	Rate	of	taxi	fare	by	distance(b)	Rate	of	parking	by	hours(c)	Rate	of	heartbeat	by	minutes(d)	Rate	of	toll	by	distance(e)	Rate	of	data	downloading	(Mbps)(f)	Rate
of	simple	interest	in	savings	per	year3.	By	browsing	the	internet,	get	information	on	the	chosen	rate	and	complete	the	table	as	shown	below.For	example,	the	rate	of	taxi	fare	is	RM1.20	per	km.4.	Draw	the	graph	of	y	against	x	using	a	suitable	scale	based	on	the	table.5.	Answer	the	questions	in	Discussion.6.	Present	the	results	to	the	class.	Distance
travelled,	x	(km)	2	4	6	8	10	Fare,	y	(RM)	y	x	2.3.Puan	Wardina	wants	to	buy	green	beans	selling	at	RMx	per	kilogram.	State	the	price	if	Puan	Wardina	buys(a)	500	g	of	green	beans,(b)	2	kg	of	green	beans.The	table	below	shows	the	relation	between	the	time	needed	and	the	number	of	bottles	of	jam	produced	in	a	factory.State	the	change	in	the	number
of	bottles	of	jam	produced	when	(a)	the	time	is	doubled,(b)	the	time	is	halved.What	is	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	a	direct	variation?	4KPMCHAPTER	1	yCHAPTER	1Variation	Discussion:1.	Based	on	the	values	of	x	,	what	conclusion	can	be	made?2.	State	the	shape	of	the	graph	obtained.3.	What	is	the	relation	between	variable	y	and	variable
x?The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	2	show	that	for	a	direct	variation,	(a)	the	value	of	yx	is	a	constant,(b)	the	graph	of	y	against	x	is	a	straightline	that	passes	through	the	origin,(c)	the	variable	y	varies	directly	as	theyThe	graph	of	y	against	x	is	a	graph	with	variable	y	representing	the	vertical	axis	and	variable	x	representing	the	horizontal	axis.	x	In
direct	variation,	quantity	y	is	said	to	be	varied	directly	as	xvariable	x.if	and	only	if	yx	is	a	constant,	known	as	the	constant	ofInfoConstant	is	a	fixed	orO	proportionality,	k.Relation	between	the	value	of	k	and	the	concept	of	proportion:Bulletin	unchanged	quantity	value.	Relation	between	the	value	of	k	and	the	gradient	of	a	straight	line	passes	through
the	origin:	y	y	y	y	yGradient,	y	m=y1	y11234	x	x1	x2	x3	x4x1	=kOxxDoes	every	gradient	value	represent	the	value	of	proportionality,	k?	Discuss.The	relation	of	direct	variation	written	as‘y	varies	directly	as	x’	can	also	be	written	as	‘x	and	y	are	directly	proportional’.The	symbol	∝	means	‘is	proportional	to’.5	k=y=y=y=y	x1	x2	x3	x4	12341This	relation
is	true	only	if	the	straight	line	passes	through	the	origin.	When	y	varies	directly	as	x,	then	the	relation	is	written	as	y	∝	x.	From	this	relation,	the	value	of	constant	of	proportionality	k	canbe	determined,	that	isk	=	yx	.For	a	direct	variation,	y	varies	directly	as	x	can	be	written	as	y	∝	x	(variation	relation)y	=	kx	(equation	form)	where	k	is	a	constant.
KPMCHAPTER	1	MIND	MOBILISATION	3Group	Aim:	To	determine	the	relation	between	the	variables	y	and	x2	for	a	direct	variation.Steps:1.	Given	a	circle	with	radius,	x	cm,	and	area,	y	cm2.	222.	Take	turns	to	complete	the	table	below	in	your	group.	(Use	π	=	7	)	Radius,	x	(cm)Area	of	circle,	y	(cm2)Square	of	radius,	x2	(cm2)Cube	of	radius,	x3
(cm3)y	x2y	x33.5	7.010.5	14.0	17.5	3.	Draw	the	graph	of	y	against	x2	and	the	graph	of	y	against	x3	by	using	approximate	values.Discussion:1.	Compare	the	values	of	x2	and	x3	.	What	conclusion	can	be	made?2.	Which	graph	is	a	straight	line	graph	that	passes	through	the	origin?	3.	What	is	the	relation	between	variable	y	and	variable	x2?The	results	of
Mind	Mobilisation	3	show	that	for	a	direct	variation,yyy(a)	the	value	of	x2	is	a	constant.	Hence,	k	=	x2	,(b)	the	graph	of	y	against	x2	is	a	straight	line	that	passes	through	the	origin,(c)	variable	y	varies	directly	as	variable	x2.	In	general,For	a	direct	variation,	y	varies	directly	as	xn	can	be	written	asIn	Mind	Mobilisation	3,	what	is	the	relation	between
theyy	Ox2	y	∝	xn	(variation	relation)	y	=	kxn	(equation	form)where	1	1values	of	π	and	xy	?	2	3	andThe	graph	of	y	against	xn	is	a	straight	line	passes	through	they	∝	x	is	true	if	and	only	if	n	=	1.n	=	1,	2,	3,	2,	k	is	a	constant.	origin	where	k	is	the	gradient	of	the	straight	line.6KPMCHAPTER	12A	toy	car	moves	from	a	state	of	rest.	The	distance	travelled	by
the	toy	car,	y,	changes	with	time,	t,	as	shown	in	the	table	below.Determine	whether	y	varies	directly	as	t	or	t2.	Hence,	write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	variation.	Solution:CHAPTER	1	Variation	Example	Time,	t	(s)24681012	Distance,	y	(cm)	142842567084	When	y	=	3x2,	y	does	not	vary	directly	as	x.	Discuss.	t	2	4	6	8	10	12	y	14	28	42	56	70	84	y	t14	=
7	228	=	7	442	=	7	656	=	7	870	=	7	1084	=	7	12	y	t2	14	=	3.50	22	28	=	1.75	42	42	=	1.17	62	56	=	0.88	82	70	=	0.70	102	84	=	0.58	122	y	varies	directly	as	t	because	the	value	of	yt	is	a	constant.	Hence,	y	∝	t.	y	does	not	vary	directly	as	t2	because	ty	is	not	a	constant.2(a)	By	drawing	the	graph	of	y	against	x,	determine	whether	y	varies	directly	as	x.3
Example	x	0.4	0.8	1.2	y	1.5	2.0	2.5	x	2	3	4	5	y	8	18	32	50	Solution:(b)(b)By	drawing	the	graph	of	y	against	x2,	determine	whether	y	varies	directly	as	x2.y50	40	30	20	10O	5	10	15	20	25	x2The	straight	line	passes	through	the	origin.(a)y	x2	y	4	8	9	18	16	32	25	50	2.5	2.0	1.5	1.0	0.5The	straight	line	does	not	pass	through	the	origin.	xHence,	y	does	not
vary	directly	as	x.O0.2	0.4	0.6	0.8	1.0	1.2	Hence,	y	varies	directly	as	x2.7KPM	CHAPTER	1Interactive	PlatformExample	Example	Example	4It	is	given	m	=	0.8	when	n	=	0.125.	Express	m	in	terms	of	n	if	(a)	m	varies	directly	as	n,(b)	m	varies	directly	as	the	cube	root	of	n.In	the	graph	of	Example	3(a),	why	does	y	not	vary	directly	as	x?(i)	y	varies	directly
as	x,	y∝x(ii)	y	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	x,y	∝	x2(iii)	y	varies	directly	as	the	cube	of	x,y	∝	x3(iv)	y	varies	directly	as	the	square	root	of	x,y	∝		x(v)	y	varies	directly	as	the	cube	root	of	x,y	∝	3		xRobert	Hooke	(1635-1703)	is	a	British	scientist	who	introduced	Hooke’s	Lawin	1676.	The	law	states	that	the	extension	of	an	elastic	object	is	directly
proportional	to	the	force	applied	to	stretch	it,as	long	as	it	does	not	exceed	the	elastic	limit.When	y	=	0.875,	0.875=	0.7xx	=	0.875	0.7=	1.25	Solution:	(a)m	∝	nm	∝	3n	m	=	k3nWrite	the	relation	in	(b)	the	form	of	equation.Substitute	the	values	of	m	and	n	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.Hence,	m	=	6.4n	5The	extension	of	a	spring,	x	cm,	varies
directly	as	the	mass	of	the	load,	w	g,	hanging	on	the	string.	It	is	given	the	extension	of	a	spring	is	3	cm	when	a	load	of	200	g	is	hung	on	the	string.	Express	x	in	terms	of	w.	m	=	kn0.8	=	k(0.125)	k==	6.430.125	=	1.60.8	0.1250.8	=	k	=k(3	0.125)	0.8	Hence,	m	=	1.63n	Solution:k	=	3	200=	0.015	Hence,	x	=	0.015w6It	is	given	y	varies	directly	as	x.	If	y	=
0.14	when	x	=	0.2,	x∝w	x=kw	Write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	equation.	3	=	k(200)	calculate	the	value	of	(a)	y	when	x	=	5,Solution:y	∝	xy	=	kx	0.14	=	k(0.2)k	=	0.14	0.2=	0.7	Hence,	y	=	0.7x8(b)	(a)x	when	y	=	0.875.	When	x	=	5,y	=	0.7(5)	=	3.5(b)Substitute	the	values	of	x	and	w	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.	KPMCHAPTER	17The	area,	L
cm2,	of	a	semicircle	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	its	diameter,	d	cm.	It	is	given	that	the	area	of	the	semicircle	is	3.08	cm2	when	the	diameter	is	2.8	cm.	Calculate	the	value	of	d	when	L	=	19.25.Solution:L	∝	d2L	=	kd2	3.08	=	k(2.8)2k	=	3.08	(2.8)	2=	11	28Hence,L=	11d2	28When	L	=	19.25,	19.25	=	11	d22.8	cm	3.08	cm2d	cm	19.25	cm2CHAPTER
1Variation	Example	Alternative	Method:Using	the	concept	of	proportion:Given	that	L1	=	3.08,	d1	=	2.8	and	L2	=	19.25L1	(d1)2	=3.08	=	2.82(d2)2	=d	=	2=L2	(d2)219.25	(d2)	219.25	×	2.82	3.0849	7	cm	28d2	=	19.25	×	28	11d	=	49	=	7	cm8	Example	The	period	of	oscillation,	A	seconds,	of	a	simple	pendulum	varies	directly	as	the	square	root	of	the
length	of	its	string,	p	cm.	It	is	given	that	the	9	cm	string	of	a	simple	pendulum	oscillates	for	1.2	seconds.	Calculate	the	period	of	oscillation	in	seconds,	if	the	length	of	the	string	is	25	cm.Solution:A	∝		pA	=	k		p1.2	=	k9	k	=	1.29	=	0.4Hence,	A	=	0.4p	When	p	=	25,A	=	0.425=	2	seconds	Alternative	Method:Using	the	concept	of	proportion:Given	that
A1=	1.2,	p1=	9	and	p2=	25A1p	pA2	9	251.2==	12A21.2	×	25A2	==	2	seconds	99KPM	CHAPTER	1	x	1	2	3	4	5	y	2.5	5	7.5	10	12.5	x	4	9	25	36	49	y	0.6	0.9	1.5	1.8	2.1	Mass	of	load,	x	(g)	Extension	of	spring,	p	(cm)	Self	Practice	1.1b1.	The	table	below	shows	the	values	of	two	variables,	x	and	y.	(a)	Determine	whether	y	varies	directly	as	x	or	x3.	Then,
write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	variation.2.	A	load	is	hanging	on	a	spring.	The	table	on	the	right	shows	the	mass	of	the	load,	x	g,	with	the	extension	of	the	spring,	p	cm.	By	drawing	the	graph	of	p	against	x,	determine	whether	p	varies	directly	as	x.3.	It	is	given	that	p	=	32	when	q	=	4.	Express	p	in	terms	of	q	if	(a)	p	varies	directly	as	q3,(b)	p	varies
directly	as	the	square	root	of	q.(b)	Determine	whether	y	varies	directly	as	x	or	x	.	Then,	write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	variation.	4.	The	salary,	RMx,	obtained	by	a	worker	varies	directly	as	the	total	time	he	works,	t	hours.	It	is	given	a	worker	received	RM112	after	he	worked	for	14	hours.	Write	an	equation	that	relates	x	and	t.5.	Given	that	y	=	1.8
when	x	=	0.6,	calculate	the	value	of	y	when	x	=	5	if	(a)	y∝x,(b)	y	∝	x2.1	37.	The	number	of	words	typed,	a,	by	Saiful	varies	directly	as	the	time	he	types,	t	minutes.	If	Saiful	types	270	words	in	6	minutes,	calculate	the	time	he	needs	to	spend	to	type	675	words.8.	An	object	falls	from	a	height,	h	m,	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	its	time,	t	s	on	planet	Q.
Given	that	the	object	falls	from	the	height	of	5	m	in	2	s,	calculate	the	time	taken	in	seconds,	for	the	object	to	fall	from	a	height	of	45	m	on	the	planet.9.	It	is	given	that	the	volume	of	the	paint,	x	litres,	varies	directly	as	the	area	of	the	wall,	d	m2.	If	3	litres	of	paint	can	paint	36	m2	of	wall,(a)	express	the	equation	in	terms	of	x	and	d,(b)	calculate	the
volume	of	the	paint	in	litres,	needed	to	paint	a	wall	of	9	m	in	heightand	5	m	in	width.106.	It	is	given	that	s	varies	directly	as	t—.	If	s	=	1.2	when	t	=	27,	calculate	the	value	of	(a)	s	when	t	=	64,(b)	t	when	s	=	0.28.KPM5	10152530	12356CHAPTER	1What	is	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	a	given	joint	variation?	Simple	interest,	I	=
PrtwhereP	=	principalr	=	interest	rate	t	=	timeWhat	is	the	relation	of	the	variable	I	with	the	variables	P,	r	and	t?Determine	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	a	given	joint	variation.CHAPTER	1Variation	In	Form	3,	you	have	learnt	the	calculation	for	simple	interest,	I	that	involves	P,	r	and	t.	The	situation	above	shows	an	example	of	joint
variation.	A	joint	variation	is	a	direct	variation	in	which	one	variable	varies	as	a	product	of	two	or	more	variables.	MIND	MOBILISATION	4	Individual	Aim:	To	determine	the	relation	between	three	variables	for	a	joint	variation.	Steps:	1.	The	diagram	on	the	right	shows	a	rectangle	with	x	cm	in	length	and	z	cm	in	width.	It	is	given	that	the	area	of	the
rectangle	is	y	cm2.	Complete	the	table	below.z	cmx	cm	(C)	If	x,	z	and	y	are	variables	Length,	x	(cm)	2345Width,	z	(cm)8632	Area,	y	(cm2)	y	xz	(A)	If	z	is	a	constant	Length,	x	(cm)	2345Width,	z	(cm)6666	Area,	y	(cm2)	(B)	If	x	is	a	constant	Length,	x	(cm)2222	Width,	z	(cm)	6543Area,	y	(cm2)	Discussion:1.	What	is	the	relation	between	y	and	x	if	z	is	a
constant?2.	What	is	the	relation	between	y	and	z	if	x	is	a	constant?3.	What	is	the	relation	between	y,	x	and	z	if	three	of	them	are	variables?	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	4	show	that	y	varies	directly	as	x,	and	y	varies	directly	as	z.	Hence,	y	varies	jointly	as	x	and	z,	that	is	y	∝	xz.	11KPM	CHAPTER	1	In	general,For	a	joint	variation,	y	varies	jointly	as
xm	and	zn	can	be	written	asy	∝	xmzn	(variation	relation)	y	=	kxmzn	(equation	form)Example	9Write	the	relation	using	the	symbol	∝	and	in	equation	form	foreach	of	the	following.(a)	p	varies	directly	as	q	and	r	.(b)	y	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	w	and	the	cube	of	x.(c)	The	volume	of	a	prism,	V	varies	directly	as	the	area	of	cross-section,	A	and	its
height,	h.(d)	The	mass,	w	of	a	cylindrical	metal	rod	varies	directly	as	its	length,	p	and	the	square	of	the	diameter	of	its	base,	d.y	∝	xz	is	the	combination	of	two	relations	y	∝	x	and	y	∝	z.Discuss	the	relation	of	the	equation	of	simple	interest,	I	=	Prt.y	∝	xz	can	be	read	as	•	y	varies	directly	as	xand	z•	y	varies	jointly	as	xand	z•	y	is	jointly	proportionalto	x
and	zV∝AandV∝hw∝pandw∝d2	wherem	=	1,	2,	3,	2,	3,	11	1	1	n	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	and	k	is	a	constant.	Solution:(a)	p∝qr	p	=	kqr(b)	y∝w2x3	y	=	kw2x3Example	10p∝qandp∝ry∝w2	andy∝x3(c)	V∝Ah	V	=	kAh(d)	w∝pd2	w	=	kpd2	Given	that	x	∝	y2z,	express	x	in	terms	of	y	and	z	if	x	=	6	when	y	=	3	and	z	=	5.Solution:x	∝	y2zx	=	ky2z6	=	k(3)2(5)k=6	(3)2	(5)=2
15Hence,	x	=	2	y2z	1512Write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	equation.Substitute	the	values	of	x,	y	and	z	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.	KPMCHAPTER	111The	gravitational	potential	energy,	E	Joules,	of	an	object	varies	directly	as	its	mass,	m	kg,	the	gravitational	acceleration,	g	m	s–2	and	its	position	at	a	height	of	h	m	from	the	ground.	Given
that	E	=	197	Joules	when	m	=	4	kg,	g	=	9.81	m	s–2	and	h	=	5	m,	write	an	equation	that	relates	E,	m,	g	and	h.CHAPTER	1Variation	Info	Bulletin(i)	Gravitational	potential	energy	is	the	energy	stored	within	an	object,	due	to	the	object’s	position.(ii)	The	gravitational	acceleration,	g,	is	a	constant.	The	energy	is	stored	due	to	Earth’s	gravitational	pull
towards	an	object.	The	value	of	g	differs	between	celestial	bodies.	For	example,	the	value	of	g	on	Earth	is	9.81	m	s–2	and	on	the	moon	is	1.62	m	s–2.	Example	Solution:E	∝	mgh	E	=	kmgh197	=	k	(4)(9.81)(5)k=	197	(4)(9.81)(5)=1Hence,	E	=	mgh12Write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	equation.	Substitute	the	values	of	E,	m,	g	and	hinto	the	equation	to
obtain	the	value	of	k.	Example	Three	quantities,	S,	T	and	U	vary	as	shown	in	the	table	on	the	right.	It	is	given	that	S	varies	directly	as	T	and	the	cube	root	of	U.	Calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.Solution:S	∝	T	3		U	Alternative	Method:Using	the	concept	of	proportion:Given	that	S1	=	6,	T1	=	0.8,	U1	and	S2	=	x,	T2	=	1.2,	U2	=	125=	27S1T	3		U=S2T	3	
U3(1.2)(		125	)	1122	6=x	Given	that	S1	=	6,	T1	=	0.8,	U1	and	S2	=	50,	T2	=	40,	U2	=	y(0.8)(3	27	)	x=(6)(1.2)(3	125	)		S1T	3		U=S2T	3		U6	=	350	3(0.8)(3	27	)	=	15=	27	1122	(0.8)(27)	3y	=(40)(y	)	(50)(0.8)(	27	)0.50.53	0.1253	(40)(6)	=y	=	=	S	T	U6x500.81.24027125yS	=	S	=6	=k=k	T	3		U6	when	T	=	0.8	and	U	=	27,=k(0.8)(3	27	)6	(0.8)(3	27	)	x	=
2.5(1.2)(3125)	=	1550	=	3		y	==y	=	=2.5(40)(3y	)50	(2.5)(40)0.50.53	0.1252.5Hence,	S	=	2.5T	3UWhen	T	=	1.2	and	U	=	125,	When	S	=	50	and	T	=	40,	13KPM	CHAPTER	1	P	Q	R	Self	Practice	1.1c1.	Write	the	relation	by	using	the	symbol	∝	for	each	of	the	following.	(a)	s	varies	directly	as	t	and	u.(b)	v	varies	directly	as	w2	and	x.(c)	a	varies	directly	as
the	cube	of	b	and	the	square	root	of	c.(d)	The	area	of	the	curved	surface,	A	cm2,	of	a	cylinder	varies	directly	as	the	radius	of	its	base,	r	cm	and	its	height,	h	cm.2.	Calculate	the	constant,	k	for	each	of	the	following.	13(a)	p	varies	directly	as	q3	and	r—.	Given	that	p	=	5.184	when	q	=	1.2	and	r	=	216.113(b)	p	varies	directly	as	q,	r	and	the	square	of	s.
Given	that	p	=	3	when	q	=	5	,	r	=	21	ands=	3.3.	Given	that	y	=	6	when	x	=	0.64	and	z	=	5,	express	y	in	terms	of	x	and	z	if(a)	y	varies	directly	as	x	and	z,(b)	y	varies	directly	as	x	and	the	square	of	z.4.	The	price	of	a	metal	rod,	RMx,	varies	directly	as	the	length,	p	cm	and	the	square	of	the	radius,	r	cm.	If	a	metal	rod	with	a	length	of	150	cm	and	a	radius
of	3	cm	is	sold	at	the	price	of	RM27,	write	an	equation	that	relates	x	with	p	and	r.5.	It	is	given	that	G	varies	directly	as	H	and	the	square	root	of	M.	If	G	=	42	when	H	=	7	and	M	=	16,	calculate(a)	the	value	of	G	when	H	=	4	and	M	=	81,(b)	the	value	of	M	when	G	=	18	and	H	=	20.6.	The	table	below	shows	the	changes	in	three	quantities.	It	is	given	that
P	varies	directly	as	the	cube	of	Q,	and	R.	Calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.86.4	x	1.2151.2	2	y10	0.4	97.	The	kinetic	energy,	E	joules,	of	an	object	varies	directly	as	the	mass,	w	kg	and	the	square	of	speed,	v	m	s–1,	of	the	object.	It	is	given	that	the	kinetic	energy	of	a	3-kg	mass	object	moves	with	a	speed	of	12	m	s–1	is	216	Joules.	Calculate	the	speed	in	m
s–1,	of	an	object	if	the	mass	and	the	kinetic	energy	are	5	kg	and	640	Joules	respectively.8.	The	volume	of	a	cone,	V	cm3,	varies	directly	as	the	height,	h	cm	and	the	square	of	its	base	radius,	r	cm.	A	cone	with	a	height	of	21	cm	and	a	radius	of	6	cm	has	a	volume	of	792	cm3.	Calculate	the	volume	in	cm3,	of	a	cone	with	a	height	of	14	cm	and	a	radiusof	15
cm.14	KPMCHAPTER	1	How	to	solve	problems	involving	direct	variation?13Charles’	Law	states	that	for	a	fixed	mass	of	gas,	the	volume,	V	cm3,	of	the	gas	is	directly	proportional	to	its	absolute	temperature,	T	Kelvin,	if	the	pressure	of	the	gas	is	fixed.	It	is	given	that	a	container	contains	30	cm3	of	gas	at	a	temperature	of	30°C.(a)	Express	V	in	terms	of
T.(b)	Calculate	the	volume	in	cm3,	of	the	gas	if	the	temperature	changes	to	–11°C.[Formula	for	the	conversion	of	temperature	in	degree	Celsius	to	Kelvin:	x°C	=	(273	+	x)	K]Solve	problems	involving	direct	variation.The	relation	between	the	volume	and	the	temperature	of	a	fixed	mass	of	gas	at	a	fixed	pressure	is	first	researched	by	Jacques
Charles.CHAPTER	1	Variation	Example	Solution:	Understanding	the	problemV∝TV	=	30	when	T	=	(273	+	x)K14Devising	a	strategy(a)	Write	the	direct	variation	in	the	form	of	equation.(b)	Substitute	the	value	of	T	into	the	equation	and	hence,	calculate	the	volume	of	the	gas.	Implementing	the	strategy(a)	V∝T(b)V=10T	101V	=	10	(273	–	11)	101=	25.94
cm3V	=V	=	30	=k	=	=	V=kTk(273	+	x)	k(273	+	30)30	303	10	10110	T	101	Making	a	conclusion(a)	V	=	10	T	101(b)	V	=	25.94	cm3	Example	Madam	Soon	saves	her	money	in	a	savings	account.	It	is	given	that	the	interest,	I,	received	varies	directly	as	the	principal,	p,	and	the	period	in	year,	t	of	the	savings.	Madam	Soon	receives	an	interest	of	RM200
when	she	saves	RM4	000	for	two	years.(a)	Calculate	the	period	of	the	savings	for	Madam	Soon	to	receive	an	interest	of	RM650with	a	principal	of	RM5	200.(b)	Madam	Soon	wants	to	get	the	same	amount	of	interest	but	reduce	the	period	of	hersavings	in	(a).	Does	she	need	to	increase	or	decrease	her	principal?	Explain	your	answer.15KPM	CHAPTER	1
Understanding	the	problemI	∝	ptI	=	200	when	p	=	4	000	and	t	=	2Devising	a	strategy	Making	a	conclusion(a)	5	years.(b)	The	principal	has	tobe	increased	to	get	the	same	amountof	interest	if	the	period	of	the	savings	is	reduced.	This	is	because	the	interest	received	is	directly	proportional	to	the	product	of	the	principal	and	the	period.	Implementing
the	strategy(a)	I	=	200	=kpt	(b)	k(4	000)(2)200(4	000)(2)To	maintain	the	value	of	I	in	the	equationI	=	0.025pt,•	when	p	decreases,t	increases•	when	p	increases,t	decreasesk	==	0.025	\	I	=0.025ptWhen	I	=	650	and	p	=	5	200,650	=	t==(0.025)(5	200)t	650	(0.025)(5	200)5	years	Solution:	Self	Practice	1.1d(a)	Write	the	direct	variation	in	the	form	of
equation	and	calculate	the	value	of	t	when	I	=	650	and	p	=	5	200.(b)	Understand	the	changes	for	every	variable	in	the	equation.	1.	Lee	fills	a	tank	with	water	using	a	rubber	hose	at	8:00	a.m.	At	11:00	a.m.,	Lee	discovers	that	the	tank	is	filled	with	48%	of	water.(a)	Write	an	equation	that	relates	the	volume	of	water,	V,	that	is	filled	into	the	tankwith	the
time	taken,	t.(b)	At	what	time	will	the	tank	be	fully	filled	with	water?2.	Aminah	wants	to	cut	a	few	triangles	from	a	piece	of	card.	It	is	given	that	the	area	of	the	triangles	cut,	A	cm2,	varies	directly	as	its	base,	x	cm,	and	its	height,	y	cm.	At	the	beginning,	she	cuts	a	triangle	with	A	=	14,	x	=	7	and	y	=	4.(a)	Write	the	relation	between	A	with	x	and	y.3.16A
pizza	shop	sells	three	sizes	of	pizza	at	different	prices	as	shown	in	the	diagram	on	the	right.	Does	the	price	of	pizza,	RMp,	vary	directly	as	the	surface	area,	A	cm2,	of	the	pizza?	If	it	does	not,	which	size	of	pizza	is	worth	buying?15	cmRM1223	cmRM2530	cmRM35(b)	Aminah	plans	to	cut	the	second	triangle	with	the	value	of	base	increased	by	20%	and
the	value	of	height	decreased	by	10%.	What	is	the	percentage	of	changes	in	the	area	for	the	second	triangle?	KPMCHAPTER	11.2	Inverse	VariationWhat	is	the	meaning	of	inverse	variation?While	on	a	seesaw,	the	heavier	person	will	be	at	a	lower	position	whereas	the	lighter	person	will	be	at	a	higher	position.	Do	you	know	how	to	balance	the	seesaw?
Explain	the	meaning	of	inverse	variation.CHAPTER	1	Variation	To	balance	a	seesaw,	the	heavier	one	has	to	sit	closer	to	the	fulcrum	of	the	seesaw,	or	the	lighter	one	has	to	sit	further	away	from	the	fulcrum.	Observe	the	diagram	on	the	right.	The	relation	between	the	person’s	mass,	w,	and	the	distance	between	the	person	andthe	fulcrum,	d,	is	said	to
be	varied	inversely.	Whenw	increases,	d	decreases,	and	vice	versa.35	kgw	kg	Fulcrumd	m1.1	m	MIND	MOBILISATION	5	Individual	Aim:	To	explain	the	meaning	of	inverse	variation.	Steps:1.	Understand	the	following	situation	and	then	answer	questions	in	the	Discussion.	A	school	hall	has	a	few	doors.	The	table	below	shows	the	relation	between	the
number	of	doors	opened,	x,	and	the	time	taken,	y,	for	a	group	of	pupils	to	leave	the	hall.Discussion:1.	If	the	number	of	doors	opened	increases,	does	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	toleave	the	hall	increase	or	decrease?2.	If	the	number	of	doors	opened	decreases,	does	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	to	leave	the	hall	increase	or	decrease?3.	What	is	the
relation	between	the	number	of	doors	opened	and	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	to	leave	the	hall?	Number	of	doors	opened,	x	2	3	4	5	6	Time	taken,	y	(minutes)	24	16	12	9.6	8	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	5	show	that	when	the	number	of	doors	opened	increases,	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	to	leave	the	hall	decreases.	Similarly,	when	the	number	of
doors	opened	decreases,	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	to	leave	the	hall	increases.	The	change	in	the	number	of	doors	opened	leads	to	an	opposite	implication	to	the	time	taken	for	the	pupils	to	leave	the	hall.	17KPM	CHAPTER	1	In	inverse	variation,	variable	y	increases	when	the	variable	x	decreases	at	the	same	rate,	and	vice	versa.	This	relation	can	be
written	as	y	varies	inversely	as	x.Example	Time,	t	(hours)	Average	speed,	v	(km/h)	t	v	t	v	Number	of	workers	Number	of	days	This	relation	is	known	as	inverse	variation.	In	general,	15Chia	Ming	takes	part	in	a	42-km	marathon.	The	table	below	shows	the	relation	between	the	time	taken	by	Chia	Ming	and	his	average	speed.45678	State	the	change	in
average	speed	if	the	time	taken	(a)	increases	by	two	times,(b)	decreases	by	1.5	times.Solution:(a)(b)10.50	8.40	7.006.00	5.25	×	2	4	10.50	8	5.25÷	2÷	1.567.00×	1.5	Self	Practice	1.2a1.	The	table	on	the	right	shows	the	relation	between	the	number	of	workers	and	the	number	of	days	needed	to	install	tiles	in	a	house.	State	the	change	in	the	number	of
days	if	the	number	of	workers(a)	is	multiplied	by	two,(b)	decreases	by	half.4	10.50	When	the	time	increases	two	times,	then	the	average	speed	decreases	two	times.When	the	time	decreases	1.5	times,	then	the	average	speed	increases	1.5	times.2	12466483	2.	Cikgu	Farid	has	a	sum	of	money	to	buy	gifts	for	the	winners	of	a	Mathematics	quiz.	If	the
price	of	a	gift	is	RM10,	then	Cikgu	Farid	can	buy	10	gifts.	State	the	number	of	gifts	that	can	be	bought	if	the	price	of	a	gift(a)	increases	by	two	times,(b)	decreases	by	50%.18KPMCHAPTER	1	What	is	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	an	inverse	variation?Determine	the	relationCHAPTER	1	Variation	MIND	MOBILISATION	6	Group	between	two
variables	for	Aim:	To	determine	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	an	inverse	variation.an	inverse	variation.Steps:A	piece	of	cardboard	has	an	area	of	1.44	m2.	The	cardboard	will	be	cut	into	y	smallsquare	cards	with	an	area	of	x	m2	each.1.	Open	the	worksheet	by	scanning	the	QR	code	to	do	this	activity.	2.	Insert	the	area	of	the	small	card,	x	=
0.04	in	coloured	cell	and	click	Enter.	Repeat	the	same	step	for	the	value	of	x	equals	to	0.09,	0.16	and	0.36.	Observe	the	valuesScan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/WSChap1	to	obtain	the	worksheet.of	y,	xy	and	1x	for	each	value	of	x.3.	Draw	the	graph	of	y	against	x	and	the	graph	of	y	against	1x	using	a	suitable	scalebased	on	the	obtained
values.Discussion:1.	Compare	the	values	of	xy.	What	conclusion	can	be	made	on	the	values	of	xy?	2.	What	are	the	shapes	of	the	graphs	obtained?3.	What	is	the	relation	between	y	and	x?	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	6	show	that	for	an	inverse	variation,(a)	the	value	of	xy	is	a	constant.	Hence,	k	=	xy,(b)	the	graph	of	y	against	x	is	a	hyperbola	and
thegraph	of	y	against	1x	is	a	straight	line	thatstarts	from	the	origin,(c)	y	varies	inversely	as	x.yyO	x	O	1x	When	variable	y	varies	inversely	as	variable	x,	the	value	of	xy	is	a	constant	that	is	represented	with	k.19KPM	CHAPTER	1	Relation	between	the	value	of	k	and	the	concept	of	proportion:y1	y2	y3	y4x1	x2	x3	x4	k=x1y1	=x2y2	=x3y3	=x4y4	yx
Relation	between	the	value	of	k	and	the	gradient	of	the	straight	line	that	starts	from	the	origin	forthe	graph	of	y	against	1x	:y	yGradient,y	m=	111	x1	O11x	=	x1y1	x	=k1This	relation	is	true	only	ifthe	straight	line	starts	from	the	origin.	For	an	inverse	variation,	y	varies	inversely	as	x	can	be	written	asy	∝	1x	(variation	relation)	yy	=	kx	(equation	form)
where	k	is	a	constant.Ox	y1x(a)	The	graph	of	y	against	x	is	a	hyperbola.	(b)	The	graph	of	y	against	1x	is	a	straightline	that	starts	from	the	origin	(x	≠	0).	O	MIND	MOBILISATION	7Group	Aim:	To	determine	the	relation	between	the	variables	y	and	x2	for	an	inverse	variation.	Steps:1.	It	is	given	that	the	volume	of	a	cuboid	with	a	square	base	is	180	cm3.
The	table	below	shows	the	relation	between	the	length	of	sides	of	the	base	and	the	height	of	the	cuboid.	Complete	the	table	below.y	cm	x	cmx	cm	Length	of	sides	of	the	base,	x	(cm)	23456Height,	y	(cm)	xy	x2y	1	x2	The	relation	of	inverse	variation	written	as‘y	varies	inversely	as	x’	can	also	be	written	as	‘x	and	y	are	inversely	proportional’.Hence,	we
can	relate	the	two	variables	x	and	y	in	the	form	of	equation,	that	is	xy	=	ky	=	kx	.	20KPMay	=	x	,	x	≠	0	is	areciprocal	function	with	a	hyperbola	graph.y	O	xCHAPTER	1Memory	BoxCHAPTER	1	Variation	2.	Draw	the	graph	of	y	against	x	and	the	graph	of	y	against	x1	using	a	suitable	scale	2based	on	the	table.Discussion:1.	Compare	the	values	of	xy	and
x2y.	What	conclusion	can	be	made?	2.	Which	graph	is	a	straight	line	graph	that	starts	from	the	origin?3.	What	is	the	relation	between	y	and	x2?	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	7	show	that	for	an	inverse	variation,	(a)	the	value	of	x2	y	is	a	constant.	Hence,	k	=	x2	y,(b)	the	graph	of	y	against	x1	is	a	straight	line	that	starts	from	the	2origin,(c)	y	varies
inversely	as	x2.y1	O	x2	In	general,	For	an	inverse	variation,	y	varies	inversely	as	xn	can	be	written	asy	∝	x1	(variation	relation)	nwheren	=	1,	2,	3,	12	,	13	and	y	=	xkn	(equation	form)The	graph	of	y	against	x1	is	a	straight	line	that	starts	fromk	is	a	constant.the	origin	(x	≠	0)	where	k	is	the	gradient	of	the	straight	line.n	161	Wheny=	x2,ydoesnot	vary
directly	as	x.	Discuss	this	statement.	y	∝	1x	is	true	if	and	only	if	n	=	1.	Example	It	is	given	that	the	time	needed,	t,	to	assemble	a	piece	of	furniture	varies	inversely	as	the	number	of	workers,	x.	The	table	below	shows	the	relation	between	x	and	t.23456180	120	90	72	60By	calculating	the	values	of	xt	and	x2t,	determine	whether	t	varies	inversely	as	x	or
x2.	Hence,	write	the	relation	by	using	the	symbol	∝.21	Number	of	workers,	x	Time	needed,	t	(minutes)	KPM	CHAPTER	1Interactive	Platform	x	t	xt	x2t	Example	x	y	1x	y	Example	Solution:	23456180	120	90	72	602(180)	=	360	3(120)	=	360	4(90)	=	360	5(72)	=	360	6(60)	=	36022(180)	=	720	32(120)	=	1080	42(90)	=	1440	52(72)	=	1800	62(60)	=	2160
The	value	of	xt	is	a	constant,	whereas	the	value	of	x2t	is	not	a	constant.	Hence,	t	varies	1inversely	as	x,	that	is	t	∝	x.	17Two	quantities,	x	and	y,	vary	based	on	the	table	on	the	right.	By	using	a	suitable	scale,	draw	the	graph	ofy	against	1x	and	show	that	y	varies	inversely	as	x.	Solution:2	4	5	108	4	3.2	1.6y	10	8	6	8	4	3.2	1.6	4	0.5	0.25	0.2	0.1	The	graph
of	y	against	1	shows	a	straight	line	that	2	xO1x	0.1	0.2	0.3	0.4	0.5	starts	from	the	origin.	Hence,	y	varies	inversely	as	x.	18It	is	given	that	x	=	0.25	when	y	=	3.	Express	y	in	terms	of	x	if	(a)	y	varies	inversely	as	x,(b)	y	varies	inversely	as	the	square	root	of	x.Solution:y	varies	inversely	asx,	1y∝xy	varies	inversely	as3	y	∝	x1(iv)	y	varies	inversely	as	the
square	root	of	x,1the	cube	root	of	x,	y∝	1	(a)	y	∝11y	∝	x1	the	cube	of	x,x(b)	y∝x(iii)	y	varies	inversely	as(i)(ii)the	square	of	x,	2	y	=	k	xWrite	the	relation	in	the	form	of	equation.k	xy	=3	=kk	0.25k	=	3(0.25)	=	0.75Substitute	the	values	of	y	and	x	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.3	=		0.25y	∝		x(v)	y	varies	inversely	as	Hence,y=	0.75	x22k	=	3(0.25)
=	1.5KPMHence,	y	=1.5x3xCHAPTER	119The	force	of	gravity,	F,	varies	inversely	as	the	square	of	the	distance	between	two	objects,	d.	It	is	given	that	the	force	of	gravity	between	two	objects	is	15	N	when	the	distance	between	them	is	1.2	cm.	Write	an	expression	of	F	in	terms	of	d.Sir	Isaac	Newton	(1642-1727),	a	famous	English	physicist,	published
Newton’s	Laws	of	Gravity	in	his	book	Philosophiae	Naturalis	Principia	Mathematicain	1687.CHAPTER	1	Variation	Example	Solution:1	F	∝d2k	F	=	d215	=	k	(1.2)2k	=	15(1.2)2	=	21.6Hence,	F	=	21.6	d220Write	the	relation	between	F	and	d	in	the	form	of	equation.Substitute	the	values	of	F	and	d	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.	Example	It	is
given	that	p	varies	inversely	as	q.	Ifp	=	2	when	q	=	7,	calculate	the	value	of	p	when	q	=	1.6.	Alternative	Method:Using	the	concept	of	proportion:	Given	that	p1	=	2,	q1	=	7,	q2	=	1.6p1q1	=p2q22	×	7	=	p2	×	1.6p=2×7	2	1.6=	8.75	Solution:p	∝	1qp	=	qk2	=	7kk	=	2(7)=	14Self	Practice	1.2b1.	The	table	below	shows	the	values	of	two	variables,	x	and
y.14	Hence,	p	=	qWhen	q	=	1.6,	p	=	141.6	=	8.75	(a)	Determine	whether	y	varies	inversely	as	x.	If	yes,	write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	variation.1	112	2	212	3	64321(b)	Determine	whether	y	varies	inversely	as	x2.	If	yes,	write	the	relation	in	the	form	of	variation.12345	3.6	0.9	0.4	0.225	0.14423	xy	xyKPM	CHAPTER	1	Resistance,	R	(W)	Current,	I	(A)
xyxy	M	T	2.	The	table	below	shows	the	current,	I	(Ampere,	A)	flows	in	a	circuit	with	its	resistance,	R	(Ohm,	Ω).42	35	30	21	155	6	7	10	14By	plotting	the	graph	of	I	against	R1	using	a	suitable	scale,	determine	whether	I	varies	inversely	as	R.3.	It	is	given	that	g	=	0.15	when	h	=	8.	Express	g	in	terms	of	h	if	(a)	g	varies	inversely	as	h,(b)	g	varies	inversely
as	h2,(c)	g	varies	inversely	as	the	cube	root	of	h.4.	Given	that	y	=	0.5	when	x	=	16,	calculate	the	value	of	y	when	x	=	0.04	if	(a)y∝1x	(c)y∝15.	Calculate	the	(a)	y	varies(b)	y	∝	x1	3(d)	y	∝	1	3xvalues	of	s	and	t	for	each	of	the	following	relations.inversely	as	x.	(b)	y	varies	inversely	as	the	square	root3s5	ofx.2	1.5	t	94x—1	2	6.	A	company	prints	a	certain
number	of	books	every	day.	The	table	below	shows	the	number	of	printing	machines	in	operation,	M	and	the	time	needed,	T	to	print	the	books.	It	is	given	that	T	varies	inversely	as	M.s	0.04	8	2.4	t	68q10	p	4	(a)	Express	T	in	terms	of	M.(b)	Determine	the	values	of	p	and	q.7.	The	period	of	oscillation,	T,	of	a	simple	pendulum	varies	inversely	as	the
square	root	of	gravitational	acceleration,	g.	In	an	experiment,	the	period	of	oscillation	is	1.01	seconds	when	the	gravitational	acceleration	is	9.85	m	s–2.	Express	T	in	terms	of	g.24KPMCHAPTER	1	How	to	solve	problems	involving	inverse	variation?21Solve	problems	involving	inverse	variation.V	cm3According	to	Boyle’s	Law,	the	gas	pressure,	p,	of	a
massof	gas	is	inversely	proportional	to	the	volume	of	the	gas,	V,	if	the	temperature	of	the	gas	is	fixed.	The	diagram	onthe	right	shows	the	gas	trapped	in	a	cylinder.	When	the	volume	inside	the	cylinder	is	80	cm3,	the	gas	pressure	is	190.25	kPa.	Calculate	the	volume	of	the	gas	in	cm3,	when	the	gas	pressure	inside	the	cylinder	is	121.76	kPa.Solution:p
kPaCHAPTER	1	Variation	Example	Devising	a	strategyDetermine	the	relation	between	p	and	V	in	the	form	of	equation.	Hence,	calculate	the	value	of	V	when	p	=	121.76	kPa.	Understanding	the	problem•	p	is	inversely	proportional	to	V	•	When	V	=	80	cm3,p	=	190.25	kPa	Making	a	conclusionWhenp	=	121.76	kPa,V	=	125	cm3	Implementing	the
strategyp	∝	1	Hence,	p	=	15	220	VVp	=	VkWhen	V	=	80,	p	=	190.25,190.25=	k	80k	=	190.25	×	80	=	15	220	When	p	=	121.76,	121.76	=	15	220VV	=	15	220	121.76	=	125	cm3	Self	Practice	1.2c1.	The	table	on	the	right	shows	the	resistance	of	a	length	of	wire	varies	as	the	radius	of	its	cross-section.(a)	Determine	whether	the	resistance,	R,1	4	9	16	1.2
0.6	0.4	0.3	Resistance,	R	(Ω)	Radius	of	cross-section,	r	(mm)	of	the	wire	varies	inversely	as	r2.(b)	Calculate	the	radius	in	mm,	of	the	wire	if	the	resistance	is	25	Ω.2.	The	number	of	cubes,	b,	produced	from	a	fixed	quantity	of	metal	varies	inversely	as	the	cube	of	its	sides,	p	cm.	If	b	=	16	when	p	=	1.5,	calculate	the	value	of	p	when	b	=	250.3.	The	number
of	oscillations,	A	of	a	simple	pendulum	varies	inversely	as	the	square	root	of	the	length	of	the	pendulum,	p	cm,	in	a	fixed	period.	Given	that	the	number	of	oscillations	is	9	when	the	length	of	the	pendulum	is	36	cm,	calculate	the	length	of	the	simple	pendulum	if	the	number	of	oscillations	is	15.25KPM	CHAPTER	1	MIND	MOBILISATION	8	Group	Aim:
To	determine	the	relation	between	three	variables	for	a	combined	variation	which	involves	direct	variation	and	inverse	variation.Steps:1.	The	formula	for	the	volume	of	a	cylinder	is	the	product	of	its	base	area	and	its	height.	If	x,	y	and	z	represent	the	volume,	height	and	base	area	of	the	cylinder	respectively,	complete	the	table	below.y	cm	z	cm2	(A)	If
z	is	fixed	Volume,	x	(cm3)100200300400	Height,	y	(cm)	Base	area,	z	(cm2)	50505050xy	(C)	If	x,	y	and	z	are	variables	Volume,	x	(cm3)	80180320500Height,	y	(cm)	Base	area,	z	(cm2)20304050yz	x	(B)	If	x	is	fixed	Volume,	x	(cm3)120120120120	Height,	y	(cm)	Base	area,	z	(cm2)406080100yz	Discussion:	x1.	What	is	the	value	of	y	?	Hence,	state	the
relation	between	y	and	x	if	z	is	a	constant.2.	What	is	the	value	of	yz?	Hence,	state	the	relation	between	y	and	z	if	x	is	a	constant.3.	What	is	the	value	of	yz	?	Hence,	state	the	relation	between	y,	x	and	z	if	three	ofthem	are	variables.x	1.3	Combined	VariationWhat	is	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	acombined	variation?Teacher,	what	is
the	meaning	of	combined	variation?Determine	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	a	combined	variation.Combined	variation	involves	a	combination	of	direct	variation	or	joint	variation,	and	inverse	variation.	26KPMCHAPTER	122It	is	given	that	y	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	x	and	inversely	as	the	square	root	of	z.	If	y	=	8	when	x	=	4
and	z	=	36,	express	y	in	terms	of	x	and	z.Solution:y∝	x2	zy	=	kx2	zWrite	the	relation	between	y,	x	and	z	in	the	form	of	equation.Substitute	the	values	of	y,	x	and	z	into	the	equation	to	obtain	the	value	of	k.(i)	y	varies	directly	as	w	and	the	cube	of	x,	and	inversely	as	the	cube	root	of	z,y	∝	wx3	3z(ii)	y	varies	directly	as	the	product	of	w2and	x,	and
inverselyCHAPTER	1	Variation	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	8	show	that	y	varies	directly	as	x,	and	y	varies	inverselyx	as	z.	Therefore,	y	varies	directly	as	x	and	inversely	as	z,	that	is	y	∝	z	.	In	general,	For	a	combined	variation,	y	varies	directly	as	xm	and	inversely	as	zn	can	be	written	asy	∝	xm	(variation	relation)	znkxmy	=	zn	(equation	form)
wherem	=	1,	2,	3,	2,	k	is	a	constant.11	113,	n	=	1,	2,	3,	2,	3	andExample	8=k(4)	2	36836	k	==	3	42	Hence,	y	=	zas	z3,33	x	2	23y	∝	w	2		x	z	Example	The	table	below	shows	the	values	of	P,	Q	and	R.	It	is	given	that	P	varies	directly	as	the	cube	of	Q	and	inversely	as	R.	Calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.	PQR4	3.6	0.08126y	0.6	x	2.727KPM	CHAPTER	1	Tef
Example	Solution:P	∝	Q3	When	P	=	3.6,	Q	=	6	When	P	=	0.081,	Q	=	y	R	and	R	=	x,	and	R	=	2.7,kQ3P=	3Q3	3Q34=	Rk	(2)3P	=	10R	3(6)	3P	=	10R	3(y)	30.63.6	=	10x	3(6)30.081	=	10(2.7)y	=	3	0.081(10)(2.7)	k	=	4(0.6)	=	3	23	10x	=	10(3.6)3Q3	3	Hence,	P	=	10R	=	18	Self	Practice	1.3a=	0.9	1.	Write	in	the	form	of	variation	and	in	the	form	of	equation
for	each	of	the	following	combined	variations.(a)	w	varies	directly	as	the	cube	root	of	v	and	inversely	as	the	square	of	x.(b)	F	varies	directly	as	G	and	H3,	and	inversely	as	t	.(c)	The	acceleration	of	an	object,	A	varies	directly	as	the	distance	travelled,	s,	and	inversely	as	the	square	of	the	time	taken,	t,	by	the	object.2.	The	time	taken,	t	hours,	to	arrange
chairs	in	a	hall	varies	directly	as	the	number	of	chairs,	c,	and	inversely	as	the	number	of	workers	involved,	p.	It	is	given	that	5	workers	used	2	hours	to	arrange	1	000	chairs.	Express	t	in	terms	of	c	and	p.3.	It	is	given	that	M	varies	directly	as	the	square	of	N	and	inversely	as	P.	If	M	=	4.8	when	N	=	6	and	P	=	1.5,	calculate(a)	the	value	of	P	when	M	=
0.8	and	N	=	2.4,(b)	the	value	of	N	when	M	=	19	and	P	=	3.8.4.	The	table	on	the	right	shows	the	changes	in	three	quantities	T,	e	and	f.	It	is	given	that	T	varies	inversely	as	the	square	root	of	e	and	the	cube	of	f.	Calculate	the	values	of	a	and	b.How	to	solve	problems	involving	combined	variation?24The	pressure,	p	N	m–2,	on	the	tyre	of	a	wheelbarrow
varies	directly	as	the	mass	of	the	wheelbarrow,	m	kg,	and	inversely	as	the	surface	area	of	the	tyre	touching	the	ground,	l	m2.	It	is	given	that	the	pressure	on	the	tyre	is	45	000	N	m–2	when	the	mass	of	the	wheelbarrow	is	90	kg	and	the	surface	area	of	the	tyre	touching	the	ground	is	0.02	m2.(a)	Calculate	the	value	of	p	when	m	=	120	and	l	=	0.5.(b)
What	can	be	done	to	reduce	the	pressure	on	the	tyre	if	themass	of	the	wheelbarrow	is	fixed?285	a1.44	36	b0.256	2	0.4	5	Solve	problems	involving	combined	variation.	KPMCHAPTER	1Solution:CHAPTER	1	Variation	Understanding	the	problem•	p	varies	directly	as	m	and	inversely	as	l•	When	m	=	90	and	l	=	0.02,	p	=	45	000	Devising	a	strategy(a)
Determine	the	relation	between	p,	m	and	l	in	the	form	of	equation.	Hence,	substitute	the	values	of	m	=	120	and	l	=	0.5	into	the	equation	to	calculate	the	value	of	p.(b)	Understand	the	changes	of	every	variable	in	the	equation.	Making	a	conclusion(a)	p	=	2	400	N	m–2(b)	Use	a	broadertyre	because	the	pressure	on	the	tyre	reduces	when	the	surface
area	of	the	tyre	touching	the	ground	increases,	and	the	mass	is	fixed.	(a)p	∝	m	lp=	km	l45	000	=	k(90)	0.02k	=	(0.02)(45	000)	=10	90Hence,	p	=	10m	lWhen	m	=	120,	l	=	0.5,	p	=	(10)(120)0.5=	2	400	N	m–2If	the	value	of	m	isfixed,•	p	decreases,	whenl	increases•	p	increases,	whenl	decreasesImplementing	the	strategy	(b)	Self	Practice	1.3b1.	Mr
Kamal	wants	to	install	rectangular	tiles	in	his	bedroom.	The	number	of	tiles	needed,	J,	varies	inversely	as	the	length,	p	m,	and	width,	l	m,	of	the	tiles	used.	Mr	Kamal	needs	120	pieces	of	tiles	if	the	tile	is	0.4	m	in	length	and	0.5	m	in	width.(a)	Calculate	the	number	of	tiles	needed	if	the	length	is	0.2	m	and	the	width	is	0.3	m.	(b)	If	the	area	of	the	tile
increases,	what	is	the	change	in	the	number	of	tiles	needed?2.	The	average	number	of	daily	phone	calls,	C,	between	two	cities	varies	directly	as	the	populations	of	the	two	cities,	P1	and	P2,	and	inversely	as	the	square	of	the	distance,	j,	between	the	two	cities.	The	distance	between	city	A	and	city	B	is	210	km.	The	average	number	of	daily	phone	calls
between	the	two	cities	is	15	750	and	the	populations	ofcity	A	and	city	B	are	105	000	and	220	500	respectively.	Give	your	answer	to	the	nearest	whole	number,	calculate(a)	the	distance	between	city	P	and	city	Q	if	the	populations	are	83	400	and	62	000	respectively	and	the	average	number	of	daily	phone	calls	is	19	151,(b)	the	population	of	city	J	if	the
population	of	city	K	is	1	100	000	with	the	distance	between	the	two	cities	is	351	km.	The	average	number	of	daily	phone	calls	between	city	J	and	city	K	is	18	857.29KPM	CHAPTER	1Summary	Arena	VARIATIONDirect	Variation	Inverse	Variation•	y	=	kxn	where	k	is	a	constant	and	k	=	xyn•	The	graph	of	y	against	xn	is	a	straight	line	that	passes	through
the	origin	y	varies	directly	as	xn,	for	y	varies	inversely	as	xn,	for	11	11n	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	•	y	∝	x	nn	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	•	y	∝	x1n•	y	=	xkn	where	k	is	a	constant	andk	=	yxn•	The	graph	of	y	against	x1	is	a	straightynline	that	starts	from	the	origin	(x	≠	0).	xnJoint	VariationA	direct	variation	where	a	variable	varies	as	the	product	of	two	or	more	variables.y	OOxy
O	xny	varies	inversely	as	xn1n	•	y	varies	jointly	as	xm	and	zn,	for	11m	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	and	11n	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	•	y∝xmzn•	y	=	kxmzn	where	k	is	a	constant	and	k	=	y	xmznCombined	Variation	Involves	a	combination	of	direct	variation	or	joint	variation,	and	inverse	variation.•111111	For	p	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	,	q	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3	and	r	=	1,	2,	3,	2	,	3(i)	y∝xp	(ii)
y∝wpxq	zq	zrkxp	kw	pxq	y=zq	y=zrwhere	k	is	a	constant.30	KPMCHAPTER	1	At	the	end	of	this	chapter,	I	canCHAPTER	1Variation	explain	the	meaning	of	direct	variation.	determine	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	a	direct	variation.	determine	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	a	given	joint	variation.	solve	problems	involving
direct	variation.	explain	the	meaning	of	inverse	variation.	determine	the	relation	between	two	variables	for	an	inverse	variation.	solve	problems	involving	inverse	variation.	determine	the	relation	between	three	or	more	variables	for	a	combined	variation.	solve	problems	involving	combined	variation.	MINI	PROJECT	MINI	PROJECTMaterials:
Torchlight,	A4	paper	and	measurement	tape	Steps:1.	Carry	out	this	project	in	groups.	Paste	the	A4	paper	and	place	the	torchlight	facing	the	paper	in	a	dark	classroom	as	shown	in	the	diagram	below.	Torchlightd	cmA4	paperj	cm	2.	With	a	different	distance	of	the	torchlight	from	the	A4	paper,	j,	for	example10	cm,	20	cm,	30	cm,	...,	record	the	diameter
of	the	light	image,	d,	formed	on	the	paper.	Construct	a	table	to	record	your	data.3.	Represent	the	data	obtained	using	a	suitable	line	graph.4.	Write	a	formula	to	show	the	relation	between	d	and	j.	Then,	make	a	conclusion	on	the	diameter	of	the	light	image	formed	and	the	distance	of	the	torchlight	from	the	paper.5.	How	can	these	findings	be	applied
in	your	daily	life?31KPM	ReflectionCHAPTER	1	Extensive	PracticeScan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/QuizE01	for	interactive	quiz	UNDERSTAND	MASTERYyxz	CHALLENGECHAPTER	1	1.	Write	the	variation	relation	for	each	of	the	following.(a)	w	is	directly	proportional	to	the	cube	of	x.(b)	a	varies	directly	as	b	and	inversely	as	the	cube	of	c.(c)	p	varies
directly	as	q	and	the	square	root	of	r.(d)	The	distance	travelled,	s	m,	by	a	bicycle	varies	directly	as	its	acceleration,	a	m	s–2,and	the	square	of	the	time	taken,	t	s.2.	The	diagram	on	the	right	shows	the	graph	of	y	against	3x	.	Write	the1	relation	between	y	and	3x	by	using	the	symbol	∝.y	1x	4.	State	whether	each	of	the	following	has	a	relation	of	y	varies
directly	as	x.3.	Write	the	following	relations	in	sentences.	1pq	2	(a)	x	–	y	=	0	(b)	y	+	3	=	x	(c)	xy	=	10	(d)	xy	=	0.5(a)	y∝xz	(b)	e∝	f3q	(c)	p∝	r5.	Calculate	the	constant,	k	for	each	of	the	following.(a)	L	varies	directly	as	the	cube	of	m.	L	=	16.384	when	m	=	3.2.(b)	h	varies	directly	as	a	and	the	square	of	b.	h	=	96	when	a	=	18	and	b	=	4.(c)	P	varies	directly
as	q2	and	r,	and	inversely	as	3s	.	P	=	17.01	when	q	=	4.5,	r	=	9and	s	=	3	375.6.	It	is	given	that	m	varies	inversely	as	n	and	p.	If	m	=	6	when	n	=	0.4	and	p	=	5,	writean	equation	that	relates	m,	n	and	p.7.	It	is	given	that	f	∝	g2h	and	f	=	24	when	g	=	4	and	h	=	5.	Calculate	the	value	of	gwhen	f	=	5.88	and	h	=	10.8.	The	table	on	the	right	shows	the
changes	in	three	quantities.	It	is	given	that	y	varies	directly	as	x	and	inversely	as	the	square	root	of	z.	Calculate	the	values	of	m	and	n.4	m	51	0.3	6	1.73.24	225	nO(d)	n∝r3	9.	P	varies	inversely	as	Q	and	Q	=	3R	–	2.	It	is	given	that	P	=	0.02	when	R	=	4.	(a)	Express	P	in	terms	of	Q.(b)	Calculate	the	value	of	R	when	P	=	5.32KPMCHAPTER	1	Variation10.
The	electric	current,	I	(Ampere)	varies	directly	as	the	power,	P	(Watt)	and	inversely	as	the	voltage,	V	(Volt)	for	an	electrical	appliance.	It	is	given	that	a	hairdryer	with	550	W	of	power	and	240	V	of	voltage	uses	an	electric	current	of	2.2	A.	Calculate	the	electric	current	used	by	a	fan	with	75	W	of	power	and	240	V	of	voltage.11.	The	area	of	the	curved
surface,	A	cm2,	of	a	cone	varies	directly	as	the	radius	of	its	base,	r	cm,	and	the	slant	height,	s	cm.	It	is	given	that	A	=	88	cm2	when	r	=	3.5	cm	and	s	=	8	cm.(a)	Calculate	the	value	of	A	when	r	=	5	cm	and	s	=	9.8	cm.	(b)	What	is	the	change	in	the	area	of	the	curved	surface	if	theslant	height	decreases	and	the	base	radius	is	fixed?s	cm	r	cm	12.	It	is
given	that	Y	varies	directly	as	X	and	inversely	as	W.	If	Y	=	0.9	when	X	=	18	and	W	=	5,	calculate(a)	the	value	of	W	when	Y	=	20	and	X	=	6,(b)	the	percentage	of	the	change	of	Y	when	X	increases	by	10%	and	W	decreases	by20%.13.	The	speed	of	a	bicycle,	S,	varies	directly	asthe	number	of	revolutions	per	minute	of	the	bicycle	pedal,	P,	and	the	number
of	the	front	gear	teeth,	d,	and	inversely	as	the	number	of	back	gear	teeth,	b.	Santhami	rides	a	bicycle	at	a	speed	of	26.4	km	per	hour.	The	bicycle	pedal	moves	at	75	revolutions	per	minute	with	40	front	gear	teeth	and	20	back	gear	teeth.	Describe	the	change	in	speed	of	Santhami’s	bicycle	if	he	pedals	at	90	revolutions	per	minute.Back	gearFront
gearPedal	EXPLORING	MATHEMATICSThe	variation	concept	is	widely	used	in	science.	Some	examples	are:	Ohm’s	Law	V	=	IRLaw	of	Refractionsin	i	=	constant	sin	r	In	groups,	find	information	from	the	internet	on	the	quantities	represented	by	the	variables	for	the	above	formulae	and	how	the	concept	of	variation	is	applied	in	these	laws.	Briefly
describe	the	usage	of	the	formulae.	Then,	conduct	further	investigations	on	the	application	of	the	concept	of	variation	in	the	field	of	finance,	environment	and	social	science.	Present	your	findings	to	share	information	with	other	groups.33Boyle’s	Law	PV	=	constantNewton’s	Law	ofUniversal	GravitationF	=	G	m1m2	d2	KPM	CHAPTER	1
CHA2PTERMatricesWhat	will	you	learn?•	Matrices•	Basic	Operation	on	MatricesWhy	study	this	chapter?Matrices	are	used	in	the	field	of	mathematics	to	represent	and	solve	problems	in	algebra,	statistic	and	geometry.	In	daily	life,	it	can	be	used	by	a	purchasing	manager	to	record	the	amount	of	inventory	in	his	business.Do	you	know?Arthur	Cayley
(1821-1895)	was	an	English	mathematician	who	developed	the	theory	of	matrices	from	the	aspect	of	algebra	in	his	work	A	Memoir	on	the	Theory	of	Matrices.	Cayley	created	matrices	when	he	was	researching	the	theory	of	transformation.	Two	American	mathematicians,	Benjamin	Peirce	(1809-1880)	and	Charles	S.	Peirce	(1839-1914)	worked	together
with	Cayley	in	the	development	of	algebraic	matrices.	For	more	information:bit.do/DoYouKnowChap2	WORD	BANKmatrixrow	matrixidentity	matrix	column	matrix	square	matrix	rectangular	matrix	zero	matrixinverse	matrix	scalar	multiplication	determinantorderelementmatriksmatriks	barismatriks	identitimatriks	lajurmatriks	segi	empat	sama
matriks	segi	empat	tepat	matriks	sifarmatriks	songsang	pendaraban	skalar	penentuperingkatunsur	34	KPM	CHAPTER	2	According	to	Digital	Report	2018,	the	total	number	of	internet	users	has	reached	25.08	million	people,	that	is	79%	of	the	residents	in	Malaysia.	Nowadays,	the	society	prefers	to	carry	out	daily	activities	such	as	shopping	and
making	payment	for	services	through	the	internet.	Data	is	created	in	this	process	and	supports	the	growth	of	big	data.Big	data	refers	to	data	that	is	very	large,	complex	and	difficult	to	process	with	regular	database	management.	This	set	of	data	can	help	the	management	teams	in	various	fields	to	make	better	decisions.	In	the	business	field,	bigdata	is
analysed	to	reduce	cost	and	time,	develop	new	products	and	strategise	business	plans.	The	process	of	data	analysis	largely	involves	matrices.35	KPM	CHAPTER	2	Fan	Stand	Ceiling	Wall	In-store161811	Online	5	10	4	A	matrix	is	a	set	of	numbers	arranged	in	rows	and	columns	to	form	a	rectangular	or	a	square	array.	2.1	MatricesHow	to	represent	the
information	from	real	situations	inthe	form	of	matrices?Kedai	Elektrik	Sinar	Jaya	records	the	sales	of	three	types	of	fans	in	a	spreadsheet.	The	diagram	below	shows	the	in-store	and	online	sales	of	the	fans	for	the	months	of	March	to	May.	How	can	these	data	be	arranged?Represent	information	from	real	situations	in	the	form	of	matrices.	The	data	for
the	month	of	March	is	represented	in	the	form	of	table.	It	can	also	be	represented	in	the	form	of	matrix	as	shown	below.	Table	formA	matrix	is	usually	represented	with	capital	letter	and	written	inrows116	18	11	2	5	10	4columnsMatrix	formJames	Joseph	Sylvester	(1814-1897)	was	the	first	mathematician	that	used	the	term	matrix	in1850.	the	bracket
[]	or	(	).Salina	36KPMCHAPTER	21Represent	the	following	information	in	the	form	of	matrices.(a)	The	table	below	shows	the	recommended	daily	calorie	intake	for	females	by	category.CHAPTER	2	Matrices	Example	Child	Teenager	Adult	Senior	Citizen	Recommended	daily	calorie	intake	(kcal)1	700	2	100(b)	The	table	below	shows	the	medal	collection
of	Malaysian	contingent	for	three	events	in	the	29th	SEA	Games.13	5	110	2	4889(c)	In	Test	1,	Samad	scores	76	marks	for	Bahasa	Melayu,	82	marks	for	Mathematics	and	72	marks	for	History,	while	Hamid	scores	80	marks	for	Bahasa	Melayu,	88	marks	for	Mathematics	and	70	marks	for	History.2	0001	800	Gold	Silver	Bronze	Diving	Pencak	Silat
Athletics	In	the	29th	SEA	Games	that	was	held	in	Kuala	Lumpur	in	2017,	the	Malaysian	contingent	was	crowned	the	overall	champion	with	145	golds.	Solution:	1700	2100	2000	1800matrix	has	only	one	row.This	is	a	column	matrix.	A	column	matrix	has	only	one	column.313	5	14	313	10	84	10	2	4	or	5	2	8	889	149column	1	column	2	column	3These	are
square	matrices.	A	square	matrix	has	the	same	number	of	rows	and	columns.	(a)	row	1	[1700	2100	2000	1800]	or	This	is	a	row	matrix.	A	row	(b)row	1	376	804row	2	82	88	orrow	1	row	2376	82	72	4	80	88	70column	1	column	2	column	3Is	[6]	a	square	matrix?	Explain	your	answer.These	are	rectangular	matrices.	A	rectangular	matrix	has	different
number	of	rows	and	columns.37column	1	row	1	row	2	row	3	(c)row	372	70column	1	column	2Info	BulletinCalories	are	a	measureof	the	value	of	energy	in	food.	The	caloric	content	of	food	depends	on	the	content	of	carbohydrates,	proteins	and	fats	in	it.	For	example,	1	g	of	protein	equals	4	kcal.KPM	CHAPTER	2	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Putrajaya
Jerantut	Sandakan	Form	3	Form	4	Form	5	Bahasa	Melayu	English	Matrix	with	m	rows	and	n	columns	has	the	order	m	×	n	and	is	read	as	“matrix	m	by	n”.	Self	Practice	2.1a1.	A	fifth	generation	(5G)	mobile	technology	exhibition	is	attended	by	857	teenagers,	3	180	adults	and	211	senior	citizens.	Represent	the	information	in	the	form	of	matrix.	2.	The
table	on	the	right	shows	the	average	Air	Pollution	Index	(API)	in	Putrajaya,	Jerantut	and	Sandakan	for	three	days.	Represent	the	information	in	the	form	of	matrix.53	52	5020	21	2047	48	46	3.	The	table	below	shows	the	average	number	of	books	read	by	the	pupils	in	Program	Nilam	in	SMK	Setia	for	2019.20	18	1512	10	11	Represent	the	information
above	in	the	form	of	matrix.How	to	determine	the	order	of	a	matrix,	hence	identify	certain	elements	in	a	matrix?Order	of	a	matrix	can	be	determined	by	counting	the	number	of	rows	followed	by	the	number	of	columns	of	the	matrix.	For	example,Determine	the	order	of	a	matrix,	hence	identify	certain	elements	in	a	matrix.	row	1	row	216	18	3	5	10114
42	×	3This	matrix	has	2	rows	and	3	columns.	Therefore,	it	is	a	matrix	with	order	2	×	3	and	can	be	read	as	“matrix	2	by	3”.column	1	column	2	column	3Every	number	in	the	matrix	is	known	as	an	element	of	the	matrix.	For	example,	the	element	at	the	2nd	row	and	3rd	column	for	the	matrix	316	18	114is	4.Capital	letter	is	used	to	denote	a	matrix,	for
example	A	=	316	18	114,	and	the	element	5	10	4at	the	2nd	row	and	3rd	column	can	be	represented	as	a23,	for	example	a23	=	4.38KPM5	10	4CHAPTER	2In	general,	the	element	at	the	ith	row	and	jth	column	in	matrix	A	can	be	represented	as	aij	ith	rowa11	a12	...	a1n	a21	a22	...	a2n	...	am1	am2	...	amn2j	thcolumn9row	1	→	[	3	(a)	The	order	of	matrix	P
is	1	×	3.	↑3–1–7↑5(b)	the	element(i)	at	the	first	row	and	3rd	column	of	matrix	P,	p13,	(ii)	at	the	2nd	row	and	first	column	of	matrix	Q,	q21,	(iii)	at	the	3rd	row	and	4th	column	of	matrix	R,	r34.The	order	of	matrix	Q	is	2	×	1.	The	order	of	matrix	R	is	4	×	4.(b)	(i)	p13	of	matrix	P	is	9.	(ii)	q21	of	matrix	Q	is	5.	(iii)	r34	of	matrix	R	is	1.33–2	54	Given	that
matrix	D	=	0	4	19Solution:–75.	Determine9	]↑column	1This	matrix	has	1	row	and	3	columns.1	5	–2	0	3443728CHAPTER	2Matrices	Hence,	A	=	Example	It	is	given	that	three	matrices,	P	=	[3	(a)	the	order	of	each	matrix,9],	Q	=and	R	=–4	11	6	1	Solution:(a)	3×2(b)	d11	=	–2d21	=	0	d32	=	9d11	is	the	element	at	the	first	row	and	first	column.	d21	is	the
element	at	the	2nd	row	and	first	column.	d32	is	the	element	at	the	3rd	row	and	2nd	column.column	in	a	matrix.39Info	Bulletina21	is	read	as	“a	two	one”.	Info	BulletinA	row	matrix	has	the	order	1	×	n	while	a	column	matrix	has	the	order	m	×	1.column	2column	3	Example	,	determine(a)	the	order	of	the	matrix,	(b)	the	elements	d11,	d21	and
d32.Cuthbert	Edmund	Cullis	(1875-1954)	was	an	English	mathematicianwho	introduced	brackets	for	matrices	in	1913.	Cullis	used	the	notation	A	=	[aij]	to	represent	the	element	at	ith	row	and	jth	KPM	CHAPTER	2	M	=	N	if	and	only	if	both	the	matrices	have	the	same	order	and	each	corresponding	element	is	equal.	Self	Practice	2.1b1.	Determine	the
order	of	the	following	matrices.364	34–174312914	(a)	[15	–8]	(b)	9	(c)	8	0	2	(d)	5	10	75	11	32.	For	each	of	the	following	matrices,	determine	(i)	the	order	of	the	matrix,(ii)	the	element	at	the	2nd	row	and	2nd	column,	(iii)	the	element	at	the	3rd	row	and	first	column.	32	–3	54	(b)	–1	16	09	1	83.	Given	that	matrix	F	=	3–8	14	2	4,	determine	the	order	of
matrix	F.	Hence,	identify	7	3	–5(a)	–6	0	31	549	12the	elements	f13	,	f22	and	f11.4.	Given	that	matrix	B	=	31	–164,	calculate	the	value	of	b	+	b	.204	12	21	How	to	determine	whether	two	matrices	are	equal?Look	at	the	two	matrices	below.Determine	whether	two	matrices	are	equal.What	are	the	conditions	that	make	matrix	M	equal	to	matrix	N?	It	is
found	that	matrix	M	and	matrix	N	have	the	same	order,	which	is	2	×	2	and	if	each	corresponding	element	is	equal,	which	is	a	=	1,	b	=	2,	c	=	3	and	d	=	4,	then	matrix	M	and	matrix	N	are	equal	and	can	be	written	as	M	=	N.40KPMCHAPTER	2	Page	2	4Determine	whether	each	of	the	following	pairs	of	matrices	is	equal.	Give	your	reason.(a)	A	=	32
114and	B	=	32	114	(b)	C	=	[3	9]	and	D	=	334	13139Solution:is	equal.5–7	0	3	0(a)	A	=	B	because	both	the	matrices	have	the	same	order	and	each	corresponding	element	is	equal.(b)	C	≠	D	because	both	the	matrices	do	not	have	the	same	order.	The	order	of	C	is	1	×	2	while	the	order	of	D	is	2	×	1.(c)	E	≠	F	because	the	corresponding	elements	are
different.(d)	G	=	H	because	both	the	matrices	have	the	same	order	and	each	corresponding	elementCHAPTER	2Matrices	Example	38	34	38	–74	(c)	E=	andF=(d)	G=30.5	–24	12	–2	6	0.8	andH=	6	4	–1	12	5–1	12Example	It	is	given	that	matrix	P	=	3x	74and	matrix	Q	=	35	y	+	14.	Determine	the	values	0	2z0	5	–	3zP	=	Q,	hence	all	the	corresponding
elements	are	equal.of	x,	y	and	z	if	P	=	Q.	Solution:x	=	5	,	7	=	y	+	1	,	5	–	3z	=	2z	y	=	7	–	1	5	=	5zy=6	z=1	Self	Practice	2.1c1.	Determine	whether	each	of	the	following	pairs	of	matrices	is	equal.	(a)	344and	344	3	3(c)	3124and	[12	–7]	–76	–1	1.5	–1	3281	91	2.	Given	that	P	=	Q,	calculate	the	values	of	x,	y	and	z.(a)P=	3	yandQ=32	36043x042z	–	3	–5	–2	–
5(b)	P=310	–1	4andQ=35x	–14	6y	+	5	3z	+	4	2y	–	9	–4x(b)	30.1	6	4and	10	(d)	30	94and	30	841	41KPM	CHAPTER	2	Addition	and	subtraction	of	matrices	can	only	be	performed	on	the	matrices	with	the	same	order.Each	corresponding	element	is	added	or	subtracted	to	obtain	a	single	matrix	with	the	same	order.For	matrix	A	=	3a11	a21A+B=3a11
+b11	a21	+b21a12	4	and	matrix	B	=	3b11	b12	4,	a22	b21	b22a12	+b124andA–B=3a11	–b11	a12	–b124.	a22	+b22	a21	–b21	a22	–b22	2.2	Basic	Operation	on	Matrices	How	to	add	and	subtract	matrices?How	do	you	add	or	subtract	these	data?Add	and	subtract	matrices.	Observe	the	spreadsheet	above	that	shows	the	sales	of	fans	in	Kedai	Elektrik
Sinar	Jaya.	The	sales	of	fans	in	the	months	of	March,	April	and	May	can	be	represented	with	matrixP	=	316	18	114,	matrix	Q	=	320	15	94and	matrix	R	=	315	21	104respectively.	5	10	4	7	12	5	10	24	10The	total	sales	in	March	and	April	can	be	obtained	by	adding	the	matrix	P	and	matrix	Q,	that	is316	18	114+	320	15	94=	336	33	204.	5	10	4	7	12	5	12
22	9The	difference	in	sales	between	April	and	May	can	also	be	determined	by	performing	the	subtraction	of	matrix	R	and	matrix	Q,	that	is42KPM315	21	104–	320	15	94=	3–5	6	14.	10	24	10	7	12	5	3	12	5CHAPTER	2CHAPTER	2	Matrices	Determine	whether	addition	and	subtraction	can	be	performed	on	the	following	pairs	of	matrices.6	Example	Give
your	reason.(a)	A	=	32	–5	34and	B	=	39	64	8	11	7	4	–1(c)	E=315	–44andF=32	–54	–1	0	13	0Solution:(b)	C	=	[1	12]	and	D	=	[0	–4]	(d)	G=3104andH=38	74(a)	No	because	matrix	A	and	matrix	B	have	different	orders.	(b)	Yes	because	matrix	C	and	matrix	D	have	the	same	order.	(c)	Yes	because	matrix	E	and	matrix	F	have	the	same	order.	(d)	No	because
matrix	G	and	matrix	H	have	different	orders.75–3	16	1Example	It	is	given	that	matrix	C	=	310	–8	44,	matrix	D	=	314	–2	1	4	,	matrix	P	=	6	–11	7	–3	5	9–2	6	6	7.4	–13	51	9	1	418	13	–7	and	matrix	Q	=	2.5	–8	3(a)	C+D	12	0	0.4Solution:(a)	C+D=310	–8	44+314	–2	14	6	–11	7	–3	5	9	.	Calculate(b)	P–Q	=	310	+	14	–8	+	(–2)	6	+	(–3)	–11	+	5=	324	–10	5	4	3	–6
164	+	14	7	+	9Add	corresponding	elements–2	56	6=	7.4	–13	5	–	2.5	–8	3iA	scientific	calculator	can	be	used	to	perform	the	addition	and	subtraction	of	matrices.	Scan	theQR	code	or	visit	bit.do/	VideoE201	to	watch	the	related	video.	–	Technology	(b)	P	–	Q18	13	–7	1	9	14	12	0	0.4–2	–	18	56	–	13=	7.4	–	2.5	–13	–	(–8)6	–	(–7)	5	–	3	14	–	0.4Subtract
corresponding	elements	=1	–	12	9	–	0–20	12	134.9	–5	2	–11	9	–0.1543KPM	CHAPTER	2Example	Info	BulletinThe	matrices	that	are	expressed	in	the	formof	equation	is	known	as	matrix	equation.For	example,	A	+	B	=	C.	Example	Example	Science	Mathematics	Economy	Opening	stock	New	books	received	Lost	and	damaged	books	8Given	that	matrix	D
=	32x	–	1	–3	4,	matrix	E	=	3x	24	–12	5	+	y	7	yand	D	+	E	=	38	–14,	calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.	–5	13	Solution:D+E=38	–14	–5	1332x	–	1	–3	4+	3x	24=	38	–14	–12	5	+	y	7	y	–5	1332x	–	1	+	x	–3	+	2	4=	38	–14	–12	+	7	5	+	y	+	y	–5	1333x	–	1	–1	4=	38	–14	–5	5	+	2y	–5	13Equal	matricesCompare	the	corresponding	elements	3x	–	1	=	8	and	3x	=	95	+	2y
=	13	2y	=	8	x=3	y=4Hence,	x	=	3	and	y	=	4	9Given	that	F	+	3164	–	37	4	=	3–24,	calculate	matrix	F.Solution:F	+	3164	–	3	7	4	=	3–24	–3	10	33–114	Substitute	matrix	F	=	16into	the	equation.3–114	+	3	16	4	–	3	7	4	16	–3	10=	3	–11	+	16	–	7	4	16	+	(–3)	–	10=	3–24	3335	82	–3	10	33–24	3164	374	F=–+=	3–114	16103	–3	10	The	table	on	the	right	shows



the	326stock	records	of	Form	4	textbooks	of	Science,	Mathematics	and	Economy	in	SMK	Taman	Suria.	Calculate	the	closing	stock	of	each	type	of	textbook.Solution:56	47	1532	26	11	Closing	stock	=	Opening	stock	+	New	books	received	–	Lost	and	damaged	books	=[326	335	82]+[56	47	15]–[32	26	11]=	[350	356	86]Hence,	the	closing	stock	of	Science,
Mathematics	and	Economy	textbooks	are	350,	356	and	86	respectively.44KPMCHAPTER	2Checking	Answer3–5	94	33	74	and313	–1	114	34	–16	74	(b)	and	1	5	010	61	–2843283104	and	[12	–7]	–3(d)	[2	–9]	and	[1	6]2.	Given	that	matrix	P	=	312	14,	matrix	Q	=	38	–24	and	matrix	R	=	36	3	4,	calculate(a)	P–Q+R3.	Solve	each	of	the	following.(a)	312	10
14+31	–1	94	–4	0	–7	2	8	3(c)	3–14+	34	4–	3194	6	9	–3(b)	318	–34–311	54	–7	15	–1	2(d)	32	84+314	64	15	–115–3	4	0	5	7	–1	(b)	P+Q–R4.	Given	that	33a	+	24+	34	4=	3154,	calculate	the	values	of	a	and	b.	9	–	b	2b	–84x	+	1	–55.	Given	that	matrix	S	=	3	4,	matrix	T	=	3x	6	7	3y10	–11–2	z4and	S	–	T	=	3	,	calculate	matrix	V.the	sales	of	food	and	drink	in	both
stores	for	the	month	of	June.4,7.	Mr	Gopal	has	two	stores,	A	and	B.	The	tables	below	show	the	income	and	expenses	forCHAPTER	2	Matrices	Self	Practice	2.2a1.	Determine	whether	addition	and	subtraction	can	be	performed	on	each	of	the	followingpairs	of	matrices.(a)	(c)6	–	y	x	calculate	the	values	of	x,	y	and	z.33	–443–7	24	311	–44	6.	Given	that	1	0
+	9	6	–	V	=	–1	5	–67108	69	RM2	650	RM1	890	RM930	RM850RM1	560	RM910	RM540	RM260Calculate	the	total	profit	earned	by	Mr	Gopal	from	each	of	his	stores	in	the	month	of	June.	Show	your	calculation	in	the	form	of	matrices.Store	AIncome	FoodDrink	Store	AExpenses	FoodDrink	Store	BStore	B	[It	is	given	that	profit	=	income	–
expense]45KPM	CHAPTER	2	It	is	given	that	matrix	A	=	3a	b4and	n	is	a	number.	cdHence,	nA	=	n3a	b4	=	3na	nb4.	cd	ncndn	is	known	as	a	scalar.Info	BulletinWhen	a	matrix	is	multiplied	by	a	real	number,	that	real	number	is	called	a	scalar.Example	How	to	multiply	a	matrix	by	a	number?How	about	multiplying	matrix	A	by	5?Multiply	a	matrix	by	a
number.5	×	A	=	A	+	A	+	A	+	A	+	A?	Multiplication	of	a	matrix	by	a	number	is	a	process	of	repeated	addition	of	the	matrix.	If	matrix	A	is	multiplied	by	a	number	n,	then	matrix	A	can	be	added	to	the	same	matrix	Arepeatedly	for	n	times,	that	isnA	=	A	+	A	+	...	+	A	.	n	times	This	formula	means	that	each	element	in	matrix	A	is	added	to	the	same	element
repeatedly	for	n	times.	Therefore,	to	multiply	a	matrix	by	a	number,	multiply	every	element	in	the	matrix	with	the	number.Multiplication	of	a	matrix	by	a	number	is	known	as	scalar	multiplication.	11Given	that	D	=	3–5	44,	calculate(a)	3D	2	1	(b)	–12D	Solution:(a)	3D	=	33–5	44	(b)	–	12D	=	–	12	3–5	44	21	21	=	33(–5)	3(2)3(4)4	3(1)Multiply	all	elements
by	3==1–	12(–5)	21–	122(2)52	–2	–1	–	121–	12(4)	21–	122(1)	=	3–15	124	6346	KPMCHAPTER	2CHAPTER	2	Matrices	MIND	MOBILISATION	1	Group	Aim:	To	explore	the	laws	of	arithmetic	operations	in	the	addition	and	subtraction	of	matrices.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	groups	of	4	pupils.2.	Determine	the	result	of	the	addition	and	subtraction	in	the
Activity	Sheet	below.Activity	Sheet:A=32	74,B=3–4	34,C=39	24,O=30	046	11	5	8	10	–1	0	0	(a)	(b)	Commutative	Law	A+B	B+A	A–B	B–A	Distributive	Law	h(A	+	B)	hA	+	hB	h(A	–	B)	hA	–	hB	(c)	(d)Discussion:Based	on	the	results	obtained	in	each	of	the	tables	above,	what	conclusion	can	be	made?	What	is	the	relation	between	the	process	of	addition	and
subtraction	of	matrices	with	the	laws	of	arithmetic	operations?	Associative	Law	(A	+	B)	+	C	A	+	(B	+	C)	(A	–	B)	–	C	A	–	(B	–	C)	Addition	and	Subtraction	of	Zero	Matrix	A+O	A–O	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	1	show	that;(a)	A	+	B	=	B	+	A.	Addition	of	matrices	obeys	the	Commutative	Law.A	–	B	≠	B	–	A.	Subtraction	of	matrices	does	not	obey	the
Commutative	Law.(b)	h(A	+	B)	=	hA	+	hB,	h(A	-	B)	=	hA	-	hB.Addition	and	subtraction	of	matrices	obey	the	Distributive	Law.(c)	(A	+	B)	+	C	=	A	+	(B	+	C).	Addition	of	matrices	obeys	the	Associative	Law.(A	–	B)	–	C	≠	A	–	(B	–	C).	Subtraction	of	matrices	does	not	obey	the	Associative	Law.(d)	A	matrix	with	all	its	elements	equal	to	zero	is	calledzero
matrix,	for	example	30	04.	Addition	and	00subtraction	of	matrix	A	with	zero	matrix,	O	are:	A+O=A	and	A–O=A	Info	Bulletin	Example	of	zero	matrix:O1	×	2	=	[0	0]O2×3=30	0	04	000	47KPM	CHAPTER	2Example	Show	that3P	-	3Q	=	3(P	-	Q)iA	scientific	calculator	can	be	used	to	perform	the	scalar	multiplication	of	matrices.	Scan	the	QR	code	or	visit
bit.do/VideoE202	to	watch	the	related	video.	–	Technology	Example	Example	CarMotorcycleCarMotorcycle	Covered428Covered255	Non-covered2011Non-covered123	12	Given	that	P	=	Solution:37	94	32	–34–3	8	and	Q	=	1	5	,	calculate	3(P	-	Q).612	0437	9432	–34	3	–3	8	–	1	5612	04	3(P	–	Q)	=	=	=35	124	3	–4	3	68315	364	–12	9	18	2413Perform
subtraction	inside	the	bracketMultiply	all	the	elements	by	3	(a)	Given	that	1	34	4–	3x	4=	354,	calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.	212	–3	y(b)	Given	that	4R	+	39	0	4	=	3–3	4	4,	calculate	matrix	R.	2–3	101Solution:(a)	1344–3x4=354	212	–3	y3243x4354	6	–	–3	=	y3	2	–	x	4=	354	6	–	(–3)	yCompare	the	corresponding	elements.	2	-	x	=	5	,	6	–	(–3)	=	yx	=	–3	y	=
9	14(b)	4R+39	04=3–3	44	2–3	101The	average	number	of	vehicles	per	day	in	a	parking	area	for	5	working	days	is	represented	in	Table	X.	Table	Y	represents	the	average	number	of	vehicles	per	day	on	weekends.Table	X	Table	Y	Calculate	the	number	of	vehicles	parked	at	the	parking	area	in	a	week.48–3	49	04R=3	4–3	4	101	2–34R	=	3–12	44	8	4	4R	=
A	1	–12	4	R	=	AR	=	4	3	4	4	8	4	=	14	A=3–3	14	21	KPMInteractive	PlatformCHAPTER	2Solution:5X	+	2Y	=	5342	20=3210	100=3260	124Self	Practice84+	2325	54	11	12	3404+350	104	55	24	6504	612.2b5	working	days	+	2	days	during	the	weekend30.4	84	–9	2.5310–1114	3	7	–591	131004(d)	–22.	Solve	each	of	the	following	operations.(e)	1.2–90	–
2020(a)	5	3	–1	+	6	1	–	2	9	–4	(b)	6	–	0.5	–	231	2437	541310	24	3–14	384	314	0–4–18–614	414–3(c)	7[3	–2	1]–	1[21	6	–9]	(d)	0.2310	–254+	1315	204	3	–68	5–52.53.	Given	that	matrix	E	=	39	64,	matrix	F	=	3–7	224and	matrix	G	=	3–1	104,	show	that	2	11	3	4	–8	5(E	+	F)	+	G	=	E	+	(F	+	G).4.	Given	that	matrix	P	=	3	12	4	,	matrix	Q	=	3	4	4	and	matrix	O	=
3	0	4	,	calculate	P	–	1.4Q	+	O.–5	05.	Given	that	4	3	2	3	4	–	3–	4	9	4	=	3	3	a	5	4	,	calculate	the	values	of	a,	b	and	c.CHAPTER	2Matrices	1.	Determine	the	product	of	each	of	the	following	matrices.12	–20(a)	32	3–7434(b)	0.6[11	5]1(c)	4	–6	16(f)	––	0.7–5	b	c	0.1	5	–35	1.56.	Given	that	[–10	9]	-	2X	+	5[2	1]	=	[3	8],	calculate	matrix	X.7.	The	shoe	shop	owned
by	Encik	Jamal	sells	adult	and	children	shoes.	Table	1	shows	the	stock	for	each	type	of	shoes	at	the	beginning	of	a	week	while	Table	2	shows	the	sales	of	each	type	of	shoes	of	that	week.Table	1	Table	2Calculate	the	closing	inventory	of	each	type	of	shoes	at	the	end	of	the	week.	Show	your	calculation	in	the	form	of	matrices.49	FemaleMaleFemaleMale
Adult8570Adult3324	Children11098Children4240	KPM	CHAPTER	2	How	to	multiply	two	matrices?Based	on	the	previous	situation,	the	sales	of	fans	in	the	month	of	March	can	be	represented	with	a	matrix	as	follows:	StandP	=	3	16	5Ceiling	Wall18	11	4In-store	10	4	OnlineMultiply	two	matrices.	The	commissions	for	selling	each	unit	of	the	stand	fans,
ceiling	fans	and	wall	fans	are	RM25,	RM30	and	RM20	respectively.	How	do	you	calculate	the	total	commission	earned	from	the	in-store	and	online	sales?	Total	commission	earned	from	thein-store	sales=	(16	×	RM25)	+	(18	×	RM30)	+	(11	×	RM20)	=	RM1	160Total	commission	earned	from	theonline	sales=	(5	×	RM25)	+	(10	×	RM30)	+	(4	×	RM20)
=	RM505	The	total	commission	earned	can	be	calculated	in	the	form	of	a	matrix.	If	the	commission	for	selling	each	unit	of	the	fans	is	represented	in	the	form	of	column	matrix,	that	isAssume	K	is	a	row	matrix.	Perform	the	multiplication	on	matrices,	PK.	Is	the	multiplication	possible?311604505	is	the	product	ofK	=	30	,	then	the	total	commission
earned	from	the	in-store	and	online	sales	can	be	325	420written	in	the	form	of	matrix	as	follows.	316	18	114	3254	PK	=	5	10	4	30	2×3	203×1	=	316(25)	+	18(30)	+	11(20)45(25)	+	10(30)	+	4(20)	=	311604505	2	×	1PK	is	known	as	the	multiplication	of	matrix	P	with	matrix	K	and	the	two	matrices.	In	general,	to	multiply	two	matrices,	A	and	B,	the
number	of	columns	in	matrix	A	must	be	the	same	with	the	number	of	rows	in	matrix	B.	The	number	of	rows	in	matrix	A	and	the	number	of	columns	in	matrix	B	become	the	order	of	the	product	of	the	two	matrices,	AB.AOrder	:	m	×	n	Number	ofB	=	AB	n	×	p	m	×	p	Number	of	columns	in	A	=	rows	in	BThe	order	of	AB	is	m	×	pIf	matrix	A	has	an	order	of
m	×	n	and	matrix	B	has	an	order	of	n	×	p,	then	the	multiplicationAB	can	be	performed	and	the	order	of	AB	is	m	×	p.50	KPMCHAPTER	215It	is	given	that	matrix	C	=	384and	matrix	D	=	31	24.	Determine	whether	multiplication	3	–25CD	and	DC	can	be	performed.	If	yes,	state	the	order	of	the	product	of	the	matrices.Solution:Order	of	matrix	C	=	2	×	1,
order	of	matrix	D	=	2	×	2CD	DC2×1	2×2	2×2	2×11	5	–2	1Solution:32	3436	–74=	3(2)(6)	+	(3)(–2)	4=	36	1	5	–2	132	3436	–74=	3	1	5–2132	3436	–74=	3	1	5	–2	14	The	element	at	row	1	and	column	1Same	Order	of	DCMultiplication	DC	can	be	performed	because	the	number	of	columns	in	matrix	D	is	the	same	with	the	number	of	rows	in	matrix	C.	The
order	of	DC	is	2	×	1.CHAPTER	2	Matrices	Example	Not	the	sameMultiplication	CD	cannot	be	performed	because	the	number	of	columns	in	matrix	C	is	not	the	same	with	the	number	of	rows	in	matrix	D.16It	is	given	that	matrix	A	=	32	34and	matrix	B	=	36	–74.	Calculate	AB.Example	6	(2)(–7)	+	(3)(1)	4=	36	6	–11	4=	36–114=(1)(–7)	+	(5)(1)	–4	–2(2)(6)
+	(3)(–2)=	3(1)(6)	+	(5)(–2)	(1)(–7)	+	(5)(1)	4=36	–114	–4	–2The	element	at	row	1	and	column	2The	element	at	row	2	and	column	1The	element	at	row	2	and	column	2	1	5	–2	1	–4(1)(6)	+	(5)(–2)	–4–114	–11	436–114	32	3436–7436	=Hence,	AB	=	32	3436	–74	1	5	–2	1	(2)(–7)	+	(3)(1)3a11a21	a22	2×2	b21	2×1a12	4	3b11	4=	3(a11	×	b11)	+	(a12	×
b21)4(a21	×	b11)	+	(a22	×	b21)	=3c11	+d114e21	+	f21	=	3g11	4h21	2×151KPM	CHAPTER	2	Example	17It	is	given	that	matrix	E	=	35	–1	04,	matrix	F	=	3–24andAlways	check	the	order	of	the	matrix	before	performing	multiplication.	For	example,	when	a	matrix	with	order	m	×	n	is	multiplied	with	a	matrix	with	order	n	×	p,	it	produces	a	matrix	with
order	m	×	p.Why	FG	≠	GF?iA	scientific	calculator	can	be	used	to	perform	the	multiplication	of	two	matrices.	Scan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/VideoE203to	watch	the	related	video.	matrix	G	=	[4	(a)	GESolution:(a)	GE(b)	FG(c)	GF–4	8	7	73].	Calculate(b)	FG(c)	GF4(0)	+	3(7)]	The	product	is	a	matrix	=	[4	3]	3	5	–1	0	4	1	×	2	–4	8	72	×	3	=	[4(5)	+	3(–4)	4(–
1)	+	3(8)=	[8	20	21]1	×	3	=	3–24	[4	3]with	order	1	×	3	72×1	1×2	=	3(–2)(4)	(–2)(3)4	7(4)	7(3)	=	3–8	–6428	21	2	×	2The	product	is	a	matrix	with	order	2	×	2	=	[4	3]=	[4(–2)	+	3(7)]3–24	1×2	7	2×1–	Technology	=	[13]1	×	1	Example	18The	product	is	a	matrix	with	order	1	×	133	24	3–4	24	–1	5	and	matrix	L	=	0	1	It	is	given	that	matrix	K	=	Calculate(a)
L2	(b)	KL2.Solution:(a)	L2=	LL=	3–4	243–4	24InfoGiven	that	L	=	3–4	24,==22	0140	1	0	1Bulletin	0	1316	+	0	0	+	0–8	+	24	0	+	12	3(–4)2	22	L≠.4–2(c)	L3	316	–64	L2	=	LL,	32252KPM01	L=LL=LL.CHAPTER	2	(b)	KL233	2	4316	–64	=	–1	54	–2	0	1(c)	L3=	L2L16	–6	–4	2	=	30	1	430	14Try	to	calculate	LL2.Scan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/MatrixCalculator
to	use	a	matrix	calculator.It	is	given	that	matrixP	=	[a	b	+	1]	and	matrixCHAPTER	2Matrices	48	+	0	=	3–16	+	0=	–16	11	64	–26–18	+	26	+	5	4	=	3	0	+	032	+	(–6)	0	+	1	4–64	+	0	64	+	0–24	+	(–2)3–64	264	348–164	01	=	Example	19	Given	that	[6x–5]32	34=	[7	1	–	y],	calculate	the	values	14	of	x	and	y.Solution:32	34[6x	–5]	1	4	=	[7	1	–	y][6x	–5]32	34=
[(6x)(2)	+	(–5)(1)	(6x)(3)	+	(–5)(4)]1	4	1	×2=	[12x	–	5	18x	–	20]	Hence,	[12x	–	5	18x	–	20]	=	[7	1	–	y].Compare	the	corresponding	elements.c–1	2	Q=3	4.	12x	–	5	=	7	and	12x	=	12x	=	118x	–	20	=	1	–	y	18(1)	–	20	=	1	–	y	–2	=	1	–y–3	4d	Calculate(i)	PQ	(ii)	Q2	y=3The	table	below	shows	the	share	units	purchased	by	Khairil	and	Mahmud.	Example	20	Share
A	(unit)	Khairil	5	000	Mahmud	2	000Share	B	(unit)	4	0006	000It	is	given	that	the	prices	of	1	unit	of	share	A	and	1	unit	of	share	B	during	the	purchase	are	RM1.50	and	RM0.82	respectively.	Calculate	the	total	investment	of	Khairil	and	the	total	investment	of	Mahmud.Solution:35000	4000	431.504	=	37500	+	3280	4	2000	6000	0.82	3000	+	4920=
3107804	7920The	total	investments	of	Khairil	and	Mahmud	are	RM10	780	and	RM7	920	respectively.53KPMCHAPTER	2Mathematicsis	fun!	Goods	A	Goods	B	Goods	C	First	day	Second	day	Third	day	Self	Practice	2.2c1.	Given	that	four	matrices,	P	=	33	64,	Q	=	374,	R	=	[4	8	5]	and	S	=	30	–6	1	4,–1	2	9	3	11	–2	determine	whether	the	following
multiplication	of	matrices	can	be	performed.	If	yes,	state	the	order	of	the	product	of	the	pairs	of	matrices.	(a)	PQ	(b)	QR(d)	SP	(e)	PS(c)	RS	(f)	QP2.	It	is	given	that	four	matrices,	T	=	Calculate3134430–443–64	32142	3–4	(c)	UV(a)	TU	(d)	WV–2	2	–1	(b)	UW,	U	=	–3	5	,	V	=	and	W	=	.(f)	W3	3.	Given	that	3–1	x4344=	3314,	calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y.(e)
W2	y	3	7	294.	Given	that	39	r	434	s4=	315	14.54,	calculate	the	values	of	r	and	s.	5–261	885.	Given	that	G	=	3p	54and	H	=	3–6	1–4	30(a)	GH=33	2q	4	–18	3p+r–11	2.5q(c)	HG	=	p	+	3r	5p74,	calculate	the	values	of	p,	q	and	r	if	(b)	G2	=3r	–2546.	Mr	Koh	rents	a	booth	in	Educational	Expo	to	sell	three	types	of	goods	as	shown	in	the	table	below.40	28
3642	36	3035	25	42It	is	given	that	the	profits	of	one	item	sold	for	selling	goods	A,	B	and	C	are	RM5,	RM8	and	RM6	respectively.	Calculate	the	total	profit	earned	by	Mr	Koh	every	day.	Show	your	calculation	in	the	form	of	matrices.[It	is	given	that	total	profit	=	sales	of	goods	A	×	profit	of	goods	A12–5	7q	57	6p	(d)	H2	=	1.2q	7r	25	54KPM+	sales	of
goods	B	×	profit	of	goods	B	+	sales	of	goods	C	×	profit	of	goods	C]CHAPTER	2What	are	the	characteristics	of	identity	matrix?CHAPTER	2	Matrices	a	×1	=	a	1×a=aExplain	the	characteristics	of	identity	matrix.When	1	is	multiplied	with	any	number,	a,	its	product	is	a.	Whena	matrix	is	multiplied	with	matrix	A,	its	product	is	matrix	A.Then	the	first
matrix	is	the	identity	matrix.	What	are	the	characteristics	of	an	identity	matrix?	MIND	MOBILISATION	2	Group	Aim:	To	determine	the	identity	matrix.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	groups	of	4	pupils.2.	Copy	the	Activity	Sheet	below	and	take	turn	to	complete	it.Activity	Sheet:	(a)(b)(c)Matrix	A[5	–2]32	34	4	–132	34	4	–1Matrix	B	3	10	431	14	11ABBA	31
04	01	(d)32	34	4	–130	14	10	(e)	(f)3–1	2	34	0415	3	–231	1	14	000	111	3–1	2	34	0415	3	–230	1	04	010	010	(g)3–1	2	34	0415	3	–231	0	04	010	001	Discussion:1.	Which	matrix	B	when	multiplied	with	matrix	A	will	result	in	matrix	A?2.	What	are	the	elements	in	matrix	B?	How	are	the	elements	positioned	in	matrix	B?55KPM	CHAPTER	2	The	results	of	Mind
Mobilisation	2	show	that;31	04	31	0	04	Identity	matrix,	I	with(a)	Matrix	B	in	the	form	of	0	1	or	0	1	0	when	order	n	×	n:001	100...0	multiplied	with	matrix	A	will	result	in	matrix	A,	that	is	AB	=	BA	=	A.(b)	Elements	in	the	matrices	B	consist	of	0	and	1	only	with	element	1	placed	along	the	diagonal	from	the	top	left	corner	to	the	bottom	right	corner	and
the	other	elements	are	zero.31	04	31	0	04Matrix	0	1	or	0	1	0	is	known	as	identity	matrix	and001Identity	matrices	are	square	matrices.	Identity	matrix,	I,	when	multiplied	with	a	matrix	A,	will	result	in	matrix	A.	AI	=	IA	=	AExample	21Write	the	identity	matrix	based	on	the	order	given	below.I=010...0	001...0			000...1Info	BulletinArrange	element	1
along	the	diagonal	from	the	top	left	corner	to	the	bottom	right	corner	and	the	other	elements	are	zero.	The	diagonal	is	called	main	diagonal.	This	matrix	is	called	a	diagonal	matrix.Identity	matrix	is	a	diagonal	matrix.	Is	the	diagonal	matrix	an	identity	matrix?	Discuss.	is	denoted	by	I.	(a)	1×1	(c)	4×4Solution:(a)	[1]1000	(c)	0	1	0	0	0010	0001Self
Practice(b)	2×2	(d)	5×5(b)	0	1	3	1	0	410000	01000	00100	00010	00001	56KPM(d)2.2d	1.	Which	of	the	following	matrices	are	identity	matrix?	If	it	is	not	an	identity	matrix,	giveyour	reason.	(a)	[0	1]1	1	1	(b)	30	04	(c)	30	1	0411	01031	04	30	1	04	(e)	01	(f)	00031	0	04(d)	010001	101CHAPTER	2CHAPTER	2	Matrices	2.	It	is	given	that	matrix	C	=	3–1
34and	matrix	D	=	31	04.	Show	that	matrix	D	is	anidentity	matrix.3.	It	is	given	that	matrix	S	=	37	24and	matrix	T	=	33	14.	Calculate	6	3	–5	4(a)	SI+TI	(b)	(IS)T	(c)	4IT–I2	(d)	(S–I)IWhat	is	the	meaning	of	inverse	matrix?If	multiplication	of	matrix	A	and	matrix	B	produces	an	identity	matrix,	I,	then	matrix	B	is	the	inverse	of	matrix	A	and	vice	versa.Explain
the	meaning	of	inverse	matrix	and	hence	determine	the	inverse	matrix	for	a	2	×	2	matrix.25	01	32	1433	–14=	33	–1432	14=	31	04	5	3	–5	2	–5	2	5	3	0	1AB	=	BA	=	I	MIND	MOBILISATION	3	Group	Aim:	To	determine	the	inverse	matrix.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	groups	of	4	pupils.2.	Each	pupil	chooses	a	piece	of	matrix	A	card	and	a	piece	of	matrix	B
card	as	shown	below.3.	Pupils	perform	the	multiplication	AB	and	BA.	The	product	is	recorded	in	the	table	as	shown	on	the	right.4.	Pupils	exchange	matrix	B	card	with	others	in	the	group.	Step	3	is	repeated.5.	Pupils	discuss	their	results	in	groups.Discussion:1.	Which	two	matrices	result	in	identity	matrix	after	performing	multiplication?	2.	What	is	the
conclusion	about	the	relationship	between	the	two	matrices?	A=31	34	27A=34	–34	3	–2A=32	04	6	–1A=33	24	21	B=37	–34	–2	1B=3–2	34	–3	4B=3–1	64	02B=3–1	24	2	–3	Matrix	A	Matrix	B	AB	BA	57KPM	CHAPTER	2	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	3	show	that31	3437	–34=	37	–3431	34=31	04	2	7	–2	1	–2	1	2	7	0	134	–343–2	34=	3–2	3434	–34=31	04
3	–2	–3	4	–3	4	3	–2	0	133	243–1	24=3–1	2433	24=31	04	2	1	2	–3	2	–3	2	1	0	1The	pairs	of	matrices	above	are	inverse	matrices	of	one	another.	Info	Bulletin	A–1	is	read	as	“inversematrix	of	A”.A–1	≠	A1	Multiplication	of	matrix	A	and	inverse	matrix	of	A,	A–1,	will	result	in	identity	matrix,	I.	AA–1	=	A–1A	=	IExample	Info	BulletinInverse	matrix	only	exists
in	the	form	of	square	matrix	because	bothAA–1	and	A–1A	equal	toI.	However,	not	all	the	square	matrices	have	inverse	matrices.CHAPTER	2	22Determine	whether	the	following	matrix	is	the	inverse	matrix	of	34	14.	Explain	your	answer.	72	(a)	34	14	–7	2Solution:(a)	34	1434	14=39	64	7	2	–7	2	14	11(b)	32	–14	–7	4The	product	is	not	an	identity	matrix
34	14is	not	the	inverse	matrix	of	34	14because	the	product	of	these	two	matrices	is	–7	2	7	2not	an	identity	matrix.(b)	34	1432	–14=31	04	7	2	–7	4	0	132	–1434	14=31	04	–7472	01The	product	is	an	identity	matrix	The	product	is	an	identity	matrix	3	2	–14	is	the	inverse	matrix	of	34	14	because	the	–7	4	7	2product	of	these	two	matrices	is	an	identity
matrix.Self	Practice	2.2e1.	Determine	whether	the	following	matrices	are	inverse	matrices	of	one	another.	(a)	35	44,32	–44	3	2	–3	5(c)	31	24,	31	–24	49	–4958(b)	31	34,	312	3412(d)	3–2	34,	37	–34	–57	5–2KPM1	4How	to	determine	the	inverse	matrix	for	a	2	×	2	matrix?CHAPTER	2	Matrices	MIND	MOBILISATION	4	Group	Aim:	To	derive	the	formula
used	to	determine	an	inverse	matrix	for	2	×	2	matrix.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	groups	of	4	pupils.2.	Copy	and	complete	the	following	Activity	Sheet	by	following	the	given	instructions.Activity	Sheet:	It	is	given	that	A	=	3ab	pqcd4and	A-1	=	3r	s4.	InstructionAA–1	=3ap+br	4Steps	Multiply	matrix	A	and	A–1	3ap+br(i)	ap	+	br	=	1	(iii)4=31	04	01(ii)
(iv)	Form	4	equations	from	AA–1	=	I	With	substitution	method,	express	p,	q,	r	and	s	in	terms	of	a,	b,	c	and	dUse	the	equations	in	(i)	and	(iii),	express	p	and	r	in	terms	of	a,	b,	c	and	d.Use	the	equations	in	(ii)	and	(iv),	express	q	and	s	in	terms	of	a,	b,	c	and	d.	p=dad	–	bcr=q=	s=	Write	matrix	A–1	in	terms	of	a,	b,	c	and	dA–1	=	ad	–	bc	3d4	Write	A–1	as
scalar	multiplication	A–1	=13d4	3.	Write	all	the	steps	on	a	piece	of	paper	and	paste	it	on	the	wall.	Pupils	give	comments	by	attaching	sticky	notes	on	the	findings	of	other	groups.Discussion:What	is	the	formula	used	to	determine	an	inverse	matrix?59KPM	CHAPTER	2	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	4	show	that	1(a)	the	scalar	is	ad	–	bc	,	(b)	the
element	a11	is	d,	element	a12	is	–b,	element	a21	is	–c	and	element	a22	is	a.Note	that	the	position	of	a	and	d	are	exchanged	while	b	and	c	are	multiplied	by	–1.	A–1	=	1	3d	–b4wheread–bc≠0	ad–bc	–c	a	Example	iA	scientific	calculatorcan	be	used	to	find	the	determinant	of	a	matrix.	Scan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/VideoE204	to	watch	the	related	video.	–
Technology	Example	CHAPTER	2	Given	matrix	A	=	3a	b4,	the	inverse	matrix,	A–1	can	be	cdobtained	using	the	formula	as	follows:Determinant	for	matrix	A,	|A|	is	ad	-	bc	where	ad	-	bc	≠	0.	Therefore	inverse	matrix,	A–1	exists.	Inverse	matrix	does	not	exist	when	ad	–	bc	=	0.23The	term	determinant	is	introduced	in	1801	by	Carl	Gauss	(1777-1855),	a
German	mathematician.	For	each	of	the	following	matrices,	determine	whether	the	inverse	matrix	exists.	If	yes,	calculate	the	inverse	matrix.(a)	A=31	24	(b)	B=33	54	48	24	Solution:(a)	ad	–	bc=	1(8)	–	2(4)	=	8	–	8Determine	the	existence	of	inverse	matrix	with	matrix	determinant,	ad	–	bc13(4)	–	5(2)4	–5	34	B–1	==	2	3–2	3	4–2	3	=	0|A|	=	0.	Hence,	A–1
does	not	exist.1	4	–5	(b)	ad	–	bc	=	3(4)	–	5(2)	=	12	–	10=2	≠0|	B	|	≠	0.	Hence,	B–1	exists.	24Exchange	the	position	of	the	elements	in	the	main	diagonal	and	multiply	the	other	two	elements	with	-132	=2	–15	–	2	Given	that	matrix	C	=	32	–64,	calculate	the	inverse	matrix	of	C.	1	–2Solution:	1	3–2	64	C-1	=	2(–2)	–	(–6)(1)	–1	2=	1	3–2	64	2	–1	23–1	3460
KPM=–211	Example	25Given	that	matrix	D	=	3m	–64,	calculate	the	value	of	m	ifCHAPTER	2	Matrices	1	–2(a)	matrix	D	does	not	have	inverse	matrix,(b)D-1=3–1	34.	–	12	1Solution:What	is	the	inverse	matrix	of	identity	matrix?Why	does	A–1	not	exist	when	ad	–	bc	=	0?	(a)(b)Matrix	D	does	not	have	inverse	matrix,	hence	ad	–	bc	=	0	–2m	–	(–6)(1)	=	0	–2m
+	6	=	0	m=31	3–2	64	D–1	=	—————––	3m	–64	1	341	–26	—1	=—–—––341	–2	–2	10	1–2m	+	6	–1	m	Corresponding	elements	atm(–1)	+	(–6)1–	12	2–m	+	3	mrow	1	and	column	1:DD-1	–13=I=31	04=	1=	1	=23–1	34Example	26It	is	given	that	31	24A	=	31	04and	matrix	A	has	an	order	2	×	2.	Calculate	matrix	A.38	01Since	the	product	of	31	24with	A	is	an
identity	matrix,	hence	A	is	an	inverse	matrix	ofSolution:3124	38	38.A=	1(1)(8)	–	(2)(3)=	12	38	–24	–3	134	–14=31	–2238	–24	–3	1–1	2–2m	–	(–6)(1)	–1	m–2–1	=	———–––2m	+	6	2m	–	6	=	–2m=2	61KPMCHAPTER	2Checking	Answer	Self	Practice	2.2f1.	For	each	of	the	following	matrices,	determine	whether	the	inverse	matrix	exists.	If	yes,calculate	the
inverse	matrix.(a)	36	04	(b)	32	34	(c)	3–2	54	(d)	34	24	01	12	3–9	21	2.	Calculate	the	inverse	matrices	for	the	following	matrices.(a)	35	64	(b)	32	34	(c)	34	–24	(d)	3–2–5423	35	–32	27	3.	It	is	given	that	matrix	G	=	32	14.	Calculate	the	value	of	p	if3p(a)	matrix	G	does	not	have	an	inverse	matrix,45	–	15	(b)	G-1	=	3	2	.	–554.	It	is	given	that	34	104P	=	31
04and	matrix	P	has	an	order	2	×	2.	Calculate121	01	matrix	P.How	to	use	matrix	method	to	solve	simultaneous	linear	equations?Simultaneous	linear	equations	can	be	solved	using	the	matrix	method	as	shown	in	the	steps	below.Use	the	matrix	method	to	solve	simultaneous	linear	equations.	Simultaneous	linear	equations	ax+by=p	cx+dy=qMatrix	form
AX	=	B	a	b	x	pAX	=	B	A–1AX	=	A–1B–1	IX=AB3	434=34	cdy	qX	=	A–1B3x4=	1	3d	–b43p4where	a,	b,	c,	d,	p	and	q	are	constants	while	x	and	y	are	unknownsy	ad–bc–caq	Example	27Write	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	below	in	the	form	ofIs	this	multiplication	feasible?AA–1X	=	BA–1	matrix.623x	+	4y	=	12	5x	–	6y	=	7	KPMCHAPTER	2
Solution:CHAPTER	2Matrices	Coefficients	of	x	form	the	elements	for	the	first	column	of	matrix	AMatrix	X33	4	43x4=	3124	5	–6	y	7If	the	equations	in	Example	27,5x	–	6y	=	7	3x	+	4y	=	12are	written	in	the	formof	a	matrix,	does	the	arrangement	of	the	equations	affect	the	answer?	3x	+	4y	=	12	5x	–	6y	=	7Coefficients	of	y	form	the	elements	for	the
second	column	of	matrix	A	Constants	form	matrix	BThe	simultaneous	linear	equations	can	be	written	as	33	4	43x4=	3124.	5–6y	7	Solve	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	below	using	the	matrix	method.Example	28	Solution:3x4=	y1(1)(–4)	–	(–2)(3)3–4	24314	–3	1	4x	-	2y	=	1	3x	-	4y	=	4	31	–243x4	314	Write	the	simultaneous	linear3	–4	y	=	4	equations
in	the	form	of	matrixSolving	simultaneous	linear	equations	means	calculating	the	values	of	x	and	y.	Therefore,	the	final	answer	states	the	values.	=	12	3	41	4	=	3	21	42	Hence,	x	=	2	and	y	=2	Multiply31	–24—1	.	1	23	–4	2–2	2	2	–	134	Self	Practice2.2gFinal	answer1	33–44	—1	=	3	3441.	Write	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	below	in	the	form	of
matrix.(a)	x	–	y	=	7,	x	+	3y	=	5(c)	7x	+	2y	=	–11,	2x	–	y	=	-10(e)	2x	+	y	+	4	=	0,	y	–	3x	=	11	xx(g)	2x	=	5y,	5	+	2y	=	3	(h)	y	=	4,	0.8(x	+	5)	=	3y(b)	3x	+	y	=	0,	5x	+	2y	=	–14(d)	3x	+	2y	–	14	=	0,	4y	=	5x	–	5	(f)	2x	+	y	=	–9,	5x	=	-122.	In	a	chess	competition,	the	total	number	of	participants	is	100.	The	number	of	male	participants,	x,	is	14	fewer	than	2
times	the	number	of	female	participants,	y.	Write	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	that	represent	the	above	information	in	the	form	of	matrix.632	314	4=6–	2	KPMCHAPTER	2Checking	Answer	Write	linear	equations	in	the	form	of	ax	+	by	=	p,	cx	+	dy	=	q,	where	a,	b,	c,	d,	p	and	q	are	constants	while	x	and	y	are	unknownsWrite	the	simultaneous
linear	equations	in	the	form	of	matrix	AX	=	BSolve	with	multiplication	with	inverse	matrix:X	=	A–1BExample	Devising	a	strategy(a)	Form	two	linear	equations.(b)	Express	the	equations	in	the	form	of	matrix	andsolve	it.	Understanding	the	problemThe	price	of	2	child	tickets	and	1	adult	ticket	is	RM32.	The	price	of	5	child	tickets	and	3	adult	tickets	is
RM88.x	=	the	price	of	a	child	tickety	=	the	price	of	an	adult	ticket	Implementing	the	strategy2x	+	y	=	32	5x	+	3y	=	8832	143x4=3324	53y	883x4=	1y	(2)(3)	–	(1)(5)33	–143324	–5	2	88	96	–	88	–160	+	176=384	161=	6	–	534	Making	a	conclusionThe	price	of	a	child	ticket	is	RM8	and	an	adult	ticket	is	RM16.3.	Solve	the	simultaneous	linear	equations
below	using	the	matrix	method.(a)	x	–	2y	=	5,	2x	–	3y	=	10(c)	2x	–	y	=	8,	x	+	y	=	1(b)	2x	–	5y	=	1,	3x	–	y	=	–5(d)	3x	+	2y	=	4,	9x	+	4y	=	14(f)	5x	–	5y	–	6	=	0,	2x	–	2.1	=	3y(e)	4x	+	3y	=	11,	2y	=	9	–	6x	pmn(g)	p	+	3q	=	4,	3	+	2	=	q	(h)	m	+	n	=	5,	2	–	4	=	1	How	to	solve	problems	involving	matrices?	29I	purchased	2	child	tickets	and	1	adult	ticket	at	a
price	of	RM32.I	purchased	5	child	tickets	and	3	adult	tickets	at	a	price	of	RM88.Solve	problems	involving	matrices.	Based	on	the	conversation	above,	how	much	is	the	price	of	a	child	ticket	and	an	adult	ticket?Solution:	64KPMCHAPTER	230CHAPTER	2	Matrices	Example	Camera	K	Camera	L	Assembling10	minutes	10	minutes5	minutes	9
minutesSyarikat	Komunikasi	Era	Baru	produces	two	camera	models,	K	and	L.	Each	camera	produced	needs	to	go	through	two	departments.	They	are	the	Assembling	Department	andthe	Packaging	Department.	The	table	above	shows	the	time	for	assembling	and	packaging	for	each	type	of	camera.	It	is	given	that	the	Assembling	Department	operates
for	12	hours	a	day	and	the	Packaging	Department	operates	for	9	hours	a	day.	Calculate	the	number	of	camera	K	and	camera	L	produced	in	a	day.Solution:	Packaging	Understanding	the	problemThe	total	time	for	assembling	is	12	hours,	which	is	equivalent	to	720	minutes.The	total	time	for	packaging	is	9	hours,	which	is	equivalent	to	540	minutes.x	=
number	of	camera	K	producedy	=	number	of	camera	L	produced	Devising	a	strategy(a)	Form	two	linear	equations.(b)	Express	the	equations	in	the	form	of	matrix	and	solve	it.	Implementing	the	strategy10x	+	10y	=	720	5x	+	9y	=	540310	1043x4=	37204	5	9	y	5403x4=	1y	(10)(9)	–	(10)(5)1	1080	=	40318004=	3274	4539	–10437204	–5	10	540	Making	a
conclusionThe	number	of	camera	K	produced	is	27	units	and	the	number	of	camera	L	produced	is	45	units.	Self	Practice	2.2h1.	A	research	is	conducted	on	the	sales	of	two	types	of	curry	puffs	with	sardine	and	potato	fillings.	In	the	first	hour,	24	curry	puffs	with	sardine	filling	and	18	curry	puffs	with	potato	filling	are	sold,	and	the	total	amount	of	sales
is	RM28.80.	In	the	next	hour,	30	curry	puffs	with	sardine	filling	and	14	curry	puffs	with	potato	filling	are	sold,	and	the	total	amount	of	sales	is	RM29.20.	Calculate	the	prices	for	a	curry	puff	with	sardine	filling	and	a	curry	puff	with	potato	filling	using	the	matrix	method.65KPM	CHAPTER	2	Papaya	Banana	Puan	Komala	Puan	Lily	Unit	Trust	P	Unit	Trust
Q	Encik	Jefri	Encik	Tan	2.	Akmal	spends	RM68	a	week	on	the	two	sports	as	mentioned	below.	Calculate	the	time,	in	hours,	Akmal	spends	in	the	Sports	Club	for	swimming	and	playing	badminton	in	a	week	using	the	matrix	method.I	spend	10	hours	a	week	for	swimming	and	playing	badminton	in	Sports	Club.Akmal3.	Puan	Komala	and	Puan	Lily	go	to
the	market	to	buy	papaya	and	banana.	The	table	below	shows	the	mass	of	the	papaya	and	banana	bought	by	them.4	kg	2	kg5	kg	3	kgPuan	Komala	and	Puan	Lily	pay	RM26	and	RM35	respectively	for	the	two	types	of	fruits.	Calculate	the	prices	for	one	kilogram	of	papaya	and	one	kilogram	of	banana	using	the	matrix	method.4.	A	building	has	several
parking	spaces	for	cars	and	motorcycles.	One	day,	there	were	a	total	of	66	vehicles	parked	there	and	the	total	number	of	wheels	was	190.	Calculate	the	number	of	cars	and	the	number	of	motorcycles	parked	that	day	using	the	matrix	method.	Assume	that	all	motorcycles	are	two-wheeled.5.	Encik	Jefri	and	Encik	Tan	invest	in	Unit	Trust	P	and	Unit
Trust	Q	as	shown	in	the	table	below.RM5	000	RM3	000RM6	000	RM4	000After	a	year,	Encik	Jefri	gets	a	dividend	of	RM350	from	the	investment	of	both	the	unit	trusts	while	Encik	Tan	gets	a	dividend	of	RM440.	Calculate	the	dividend	rates	of	Unit	Trust	P	and	Unit	Trust	Q	using	the	matrix	method.66	KPMCHAPTER	2Summary	Arena	MATRICESb]	=	3
ca	a	b	e	fCHAPTER	2	Matrices	Matrices•	A	set	of	numbers	arranged	in	rows	and	columns	to	form	a	rectangular	or	a	square	arrayBasic	Operation	on	Matrices	•	WritteninsideAdd	and	subtract	matrices3a	b4	3e	f4	3a	±	e	b	±	f4	c	d	±	g	h	=	c±g	d±hMultiply	a	matrix	by	a	numbern3a	b4=3na	nb4	c	d	nc	ndMultiply	two	matricesIdentity	matrix,	I,	order	n
×	n	with	element	1	along	the	maindiagonaland	the	other	elements	are	0100...0	010...0	001...0			000...1AI	=	IA	=	A	Inverse	matrixInverse	matrix	of	A	is	denoted	by	A–1.If	A	=	3a	b4,	then	cdbracket	[OrderOrderm	×	n	has	m	rows	and	n	columns]	or	()	Elementaij	is	theelement	of	ith	row	and	jth	columnA	m	×	n[a	b]	3	c	4[aB	=	AB	n	×	p	m	×	pd	=	[ac	+	bd]
3c4cb	4	da	db	Equal	matricesA	=	B	if	the	order	of	both	the	matrices	are	the	same	and	the	corresponding	elements	are	equald3c	d43g	h41	d–b	ad	–	bc	3	4.=	3ae	+	bg	af	+	bh4	ce	+	dg	cf	+	dhA–1	=AA–1	=A–1A=I–c	a	Solving	simultaneous	linear	equations	AX	=	B	linear	equations	3a	b43x4	3p4	A–1AX	=	A–1BMatrix	form	AX	=	Bax+by=p	cdy=q	IX=A–
1BSimultaneouscx	+	dy	=	qwhere	a,	b,	c,	d,	p	and	q	are	constants	while	x	and	y	are	unknownsX	=	A–1B3x4=	1	3d	–b43p4	y	ad	–	bc	–c	a	q	67KPM	CHAPTER	2	represent	information	from	real	situations	in	the	form	of	matrices.	determine	the	order	of	a	matrix,	hence	identify	certain	elements	in	a	matrix.	determine	whether	two	matrices	are	equal.	add
and	subtract	matrices.	multiply	a	matrix	by	a	number.	multiply	two	matrices.	explain	the	characteristics	of	identity	matrix.	explain	the	meaning	of	inverse	matrix	and	hence	determine	the	inverse	matrix	for	a	2	×	2	matrix.	use	the	matrix	method	to	solve	simultaneous	linear	equations.	solve	problems	involving	matrices.	P	QRT	SReflection	At	the	end	of
this	chapter,	I	can	MINI	PROJECT	MINI	PROJECTTransportation	companies	use	network	to	represent	the	routes	of	their	transports.	Network	consists	of	vertices	that	are	connected	with	edges.In	the	diagram	below,	the	vertices	P,	Q,	R,	S	and	T	represent	the	cities	whilethe	edges	represent	the	routes	of	bus	between	two	cities.	All	the	routes	are	roads
that	connect	adjacent	cities.	This	route	system	can	be	represented	with	the	matrix	as	below.ToPQRSTP01100Q10100	From	R	1	1	0	1	0	S00101	T00010Prepare	a	report	about	the	route	system	of	buses	(or	any	other	types	of	transportation)	in	your	area.	Your	report	should	consist	of(i)	the	introduction	of	the	public	transport	system	in	your	area,(ii)	the
use	of	matrix	to	represent	the	route	system	of	the	public	transport,(iii)	the	meaning	of	the	elements	in	the	matrix.68	KPMCHAPTER	2	Extensive	PracticeScan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/QuizE02	for	interactive	quizUNDERSTAND39	–24	1.	State	the	number	of	rows	and	the	number	of	columns	of	the	matrix	1	6	.13	matrix	D	is	0.4	–2	333	24	5	70	–1	,	B	=
314and	AB	=	C.	Determine	the	order	of	matrix	C.2.	It	is	given	that	A	=3.	It	is	given	that	matrix	D	=	3	4	p	4.	Calculate	the	value	of	p	if	the	determinant	of4.	Given	that	matrix	E	=	3–1	24,	show	that	E	+	E	+	E	=	3E.	545.	Write	the	following	simultaneous	linear	equations	in	the	form	of	matrix.MASTERY6.	ItisgiventhatG=34	r4andH=31
34.CalculatethevaluesofrandsifGH=HG.	1	2	–1	s7.	It	is	given	that	A	=	34	–34and	AB	=	I.	Calculate	matrix	B.	210	2z	–	3	8	–1	24	9	calculate	the	values	of	x,	y	and	z.9.	It	is	given	that	matrix	F	=	3–1	2	4.3	–4(b)	Hence,	calculate	matrix	G	if	F3	-	5G	=	12F.(a)	Calculate	F3.10.	Given	that	1p	32	q434	–64=	31	04,	calculate	the	values	of	p	and	q.1	4	–1	2	0	111.
(a)	Write	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	below	in	the	form	of	matrix.	(b)	Calculate	the	values	of	x	and	y	using	the	matrix	method.m	–	3	=	4n	3m	+	2n	–	2	=	0CHAPTER	2	Matrices	310–541y1	311–254	8.	Given	that	P	=	–2	1	,	Q	=	0.2	–	,	R	=	y	+	6x	–0.2	and	0.8P	+	3Q	=	R,	3	2y	–	x	=	5	3x	–	8y	=	–1969KPM	CHAPTER	2	CHALLENGE	Coursework	Exam
First	Semester	MathematicsCoursework	EnglishComputer	ScienceExam	Drink	P	Drink	Q	Protein	(g)	Calories	(kcal)	12.	A	marathon	race	has	128	participants.	The	number	of	male	participants	is	16	fewer	than	2	times	the	number	of	female	participants.	Calculate	the	number	of	male	participants	and	female	participants	in	the	marathon	race	using	the
matrix	method.13.	It	is	given	that	the	simultaneous	linear	equations	px	+	4y	=	10	and	qx	–	2y	=	1	have	no	solution.	Express	p	in	terms	of	q.14.	Faris	took	a	course	in	a	college.	He	registered	for	three	subjects	in	the	first	semester.	The	overall	mark	for	each	subject	was	calculated	based	on	the	marks	of	coursework	and	exam	according	to	the
percentage	of	each	section.	Table	1	shows	the	marks	obtained	by	Faris	in	the	first	semester.	Table	2	shows	the	weightage	given	to	coursework	and	exam.	80	7060	7574	84Table	160%40%	Table	2	(a)	Represent	the	information	in	Table	1	and	Table	2	with	matrices.(b)	Calculate	the	overall	marks	for	Mathematics	in	the	first	semester	using	the
matrixmethod.(c)	Determine	the	best	performed	subject	in	the	first	semester.15.	Syahirah	is	undergoing	a	diet	plan	involving	two	types	of	drink,	P	and	Q.	The	table	below	shows	the	amount	of	protein	and	calories	for	a	glass	of	the	drinks.6495	110The	diet	plan	suggests	that	Syahirah	consume	a	total	of	16	g	of	protein	and	get	300	kcal	per	day	from	the
two	types	of	drinks.(a)	Form	two	linear	equations	with	the	above	information.(b)	Calculate	the	number	of	glasses	of	drink	P	and	drink	Q	Syahirah	needs	to	consumedaily	according	to	the	diet	plan	using	the	matrix	method.16.	Mr	Sanjay	sold	two	brands	of	air	conditioners,	K	and	L.	The	prices	of	the	air	conditioners	K	and	L	are	RM1	500	and	RM2	000
respectively.	The	commissions	for	selling	an	air	conditioner	K	and	an	air	conditioner	L	are	3%	and	4%	respectively.	In	the	month	of	May,	Mr	Sanjay	sold	50	units	air	conditioners	and	received	a	total	commission	of	RM2	880.	Calculate	the	number	of	air	conditioners	K	and	L	sold	using	the	matrix	method.70	KPMCHAPTER	2EXPLORING
MATHEMATICSCryptography	is	a	science	of	information	safety.	It	involves	techniques	such	as	combining	words	into	the	form	of	images	or	writing	words	in	secret	codes	so	that	the	wordscannot	be	read	by	a	third	party.	During	World	War	II,	the	German	army	used	the	Enigma	machine	to	write	their	secret	messages.	Three	Poland	mathematicians
managed	to	decrypt	the	messages	from	the	Enigma	machine	and	assisted	the	Allied	Powers	to	end	the	war.CHAPTER	2	Matrices	Use	the	code	system	below,	send	a	message	“GURU	KELAS”	to	your	friend.Follow	the	following	steps.(a)	Write	the	message	in	a	few	matrices	with	order
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN01234567891011121314OPQRSTUVWXYZ!?.151617181920212223242526272829	Tips	for	the	steps:(a)	For	example,	message	“DI	BAS”,	alphabets“D”	=	4,	“I”	=	9,“	”	=	0,	“B”	=	2,	“A”	=	1	and	“S”	=	19.	Hence	the	matrices	formedare	344,	304and	314.	9	2	19(b)	For	example,32	–14344	109,32	–14304and	10232	–14314	1	0	19	.	(c)
For	example,32	–14344=3–14.109	4	Therefore,	3–1	+	3043294	4	=4.By	referring	to	the	code	system,	3294	will	be434represented	with	D.	.A	full	secret	message	produced	is	“.D?	MA”.2	×	1.(b)	Use	the	lock	M	=	32	–14to	encrypt	the	message,that	is,	matrix	M	is	multiplied	with	every	matrix	formed	in	(a).(c)	The	products	obtained	will	be	transformed
into	a	secret	message	in	alphabets	based	on	the	code	system	above.	If	the	product	is	a	negative	number,	add	the	product	with	30.	Send	the	secret	message	to	your	friend.(d)	When	receiving	the	secret	message,	your	friend	needs	to	decrypt	the	message	based	on	the	following	steps:(i)	write	the	secret	message	obtained	in	a	fewmatrices	with	order	2	×
1.(ii)	multiply	the	key	K	=	3	0	1	4	with	every	matrix	–1	2formed	in	(d)(i).(iii)	the	products	obtained	are	transformed	into	the	original	message	by	referring	to	the	code	system	above.	If	the	product	is	a	negative	number,	add	the	product	with	30.1071KPM	CHAPTER	2	CHA3PTERInsuranceConsumer	Mathematics:	What	will	you	learn?•	Risk	and	Insurance
CoverageWhy	study	this	chapter?The	knowledge	on	risk	and	insurance	as	a	financial	protection	is	very	important	for	every	individual	as	a	preparation	for	the	future.	It	is	also	very	important	in	personal	financial	management	because	we	might	use	a	part	of	our	income	for	insurance.Do	you	know?In	Malaysia,	the	insurance	industry	is	controlled	and
regulated	by	Bank	Negara	Malaysia	under	the	Insurance	Act	1996	which	replaces	the	Insurance	Act	1963.	This	act	complies	with	the	regulations	of	insurance	and	serves	as	basic	legislation	that	controls	the	insurance	business	in	Malaysia.	Apart	from	this,	this	act	empowers	Bank	Negara	Malaysia	to	determine	matters	in	accordance	with	the
provisions	of	the	act.	For	more	information:bit.do/DoYouKnowChap3	WORD	BANK	deductible	general	insurance	life	insurancerateco-insurance	coveragepolicypremiumriskdeduktibel	insurans	am	insurans	hayat	kadar	ko-insurans	perlindungan	polisi	premium	risiko	72	KPM	We	often	come	across	news	and	headlines	in	the	media	of	families	being
affected	by	disasters	such	as	flood,	fire,	theft	and	accidents.	Have	you	ever	thought	that	you	and	your	family	might	face	such	a	disaster	in	the	future?	If	so,	is	your	family	ready	for	it?If	it	happens	to	us,	we	would	definitely	have	to	bear	the	financial	losses.	Therefore,	it	is	very	important	for	you	to	understand	the	importance	of	insurance	because
insurance	helps	us	to	face	uncertainties	and	losses.73	KPM	CHAPTER	3	3.1	Risk	and	Insurance	Coverage	What	is	the	meaning	of	risk	and	the	importance	ofinsurance	coverage?	RiskDo	you	know	that	every	one	of	us	is	exposed	to	danger	that	might	happen	to	us,	our	family	or	our	assets?Explain	the	meaning	of	risk	and	the	importance	of	insurance
coverage,	hence	determine	the	types	of	life	insurance	and	general	insurance	for	protecting	a	variety	of	risks.Info	BulletinImportant	elements	in	the	definition	of	risk:(i)	Risk	is	unpredictable	(ii)	Risk	involves	loss	A	road	accident	that	injures	the	driver	and	passengers,	damage	of	property	in	a	fire,	expensive	medical	bills	due	to	critical	illness	and	others
may	occur	in	life.	It	is	certain	that	these	incidents	cause	us	to	bear	some	losses.	The	fact	that	we	are	exposed	to	such	losses	and	the	uncertainty	of	whether	these	incidents	could	happen	to	us,	create	a	risk	in	our	lives.	Therefore,	in	general,	risk	is	the	possibility	of	a	disaster	that	cannot	be	avoided.As	a	pupil,	facing	risks	is	unavoidable.	The	risks	that
you	might	face	are	meeting	an	accident	on	the	way	to	school,	getting	injured	in	a	football	game	or	falling	down	the	stairs	while	going	to	the	library.In	spite	of	being	careful	and	practising	a	healthy	lifestyle,	there	are	still	some	risks	you	might	face.	Hence,	with	insurance	that	is	available	to	all	ages,	you	will	be	given	a	financial	protection	if	unfortunate
events	happen	to	you.74Which	of	the	following	is	the	risk	that	can	be	measured	by	money?	Discuss.(i)	The	risk	in	buying	a	second-hand	car.(ii)	The	risk	in	investing	in	stock	market.(iii)	The	risk	of	a	motorcycle	beingstolen.	KPMCHAPTER	3InsuranceInsurance	is	intended	to	transfer	risks	from	individuals	to	insurance	organisations.	It	is	a	contract
signed	between	the	insurance	company	and	the	insurance	owner.	Under	this	contract,	the	insurance	company	promises	to	pay	compensation	for	the	loss	covered	in	the	policy,	in	return	for	the	premium	paid	by	the	policyholder.CHAPTER	3Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	Info	BulletinInsurance	companyThe	party	that	agreesto	pay	compensation	for
the	losses	of	the	agreed	terms.Policyholder	(Insurance	owner)The	individual	whowill	claim	and	receive	compensation	for	the	losses.Insurance	contractA	policy	and	an	evidence	of	an	agreement	made	between	the	insurance	company	and	the	policyholder.PremiumAn	amount	of	money	payable	by	the	policyholder	to	the	insurance	company.
Policyholderpays	a	premiumpays	compensation	for	any	loss	incurredInsurance	company	The	amount	of	compensation	payable	to	the	policyholderis	only	the	amount	of	the	loss	suffered.	This	is	because	thekey	principle	in	the	insurance	system	is	to	restore	the	financial	position	of	the	policyholder	to	the	pre-loss	condition,	whichis	also	known	as	the
principle	of	indemnity.	Therefore,	the	insurance	principle	will	not	allow	the	policyholder	to	gain	profit	from	the	insurance	purchased.Insurance	cannot	prevent	a	loss	from	occurring	but	can	help	to	reduce	financial	burden	borne	by	a	policyholder	in	the	occurrence	of	losses	or	accidents.	This	is	because	buying	an	adequate	sum	of	insurance	removes	the
uncertainty	of	financial	loss	in	the	occurrence	of	the	loss	insured.What	are	life	insurance	and	general	insurance?Insurance	can	be	divided	into	two	main	types,	namely	life	insurance	and	general	insurance.	Both	of	these	insurances	protect	different	risks.	Info	BulletinPrinciple	of	indemnity:Insurance	companies	will	pay	compensation	to	policyholders	in
the	occurrence	of	a	loss	insured	for	an	amount	not	exceeding	the	loss	incurred,	subject	to	the	sum	insured.	MIND	MOBILISATION	1	Group	Aim:	To	determine	the	importance	of	insurance	to	cover	various	types	of	risks.Steps:1.	Divide	the	class	into	several	groups.2.	Each	group	has	to	search	newspaper	articles	or	online	news	related	to	disasters	that
have	befallen	an	individual	or	a	family.75KPM	CHAPTER	3	3.	Based	on	the	situation	in	the	news,	identify	the	types	of	losses	suffered	and	types	of	risks	covered	by	insurance.4.	Present	your	findings	in	a	Gallery	Walk.Discussion:Why	is	insurance	important	to	policyholder?	Situation	Type	of	loss	suffered	Type	of	risk	covered	by	insurance	Life	insurance
General	insuranceWill	compensation	be	made	if	there	is	no	loss	incurred?	Discuss.	The	results	of	Mind	Mobilisation	1	show	that	insurance	is	important	in	protecting	different	types	of	risks	from	accidental	losses	and	can	cause	the	policyholder	to	bear	a	financial	loss.	Life	insurance	guarantees	the	payment	of	a	stated	amount	of	monetary	benefits	to
the	policyholder	upon	the	death	of	the	insured,	or	under	other	circumstances	specified	in	the	contract.	The	risks	covered	by	life	insurance	are	as	follows:Actuary	is	an	expert	in	managing	and	calculating	risks	in	premium	of	insurance	policy,	annuity	rate	and	others	for	an	insurance	company.	DeathLoss	of	abilityCritical	illness	The	purpose	of	life
insurance	is	to	provide	financial	protection	to	family	members	who	depend	on	the	policyholder,	when	the	policyholder	dies.	However,	if	the	policyholder	is	alive	but	suffers	from	a	total	and	permanent	disability,	the	policyholder	may	receive	compensation	from	the	insurance	company	in	accordance	with	the	terms	set	out	in	his/her	life	insurance
policy.General	insurance	provides	coverage	against	any	loss	or	damage	incurred,	apart	from	the	risks	covered	by	life	insurance.	There	are	many	types	of	general	insurance	that	cover	a	variety	of	risks.76KPMCHAPTER	3Application	&	CareerInteractive	Platform	Types	of	general	insuranceCHAPTER	3Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	Motor
insurance(i)	Motor	insuranceMotor	insurance	provides	coverage	against	any	loss	or	damage	related	to	the	use	of	a	motor	vehicle.	The	table	below	shows	the	four	types	of	motor	insurance	policies	that	cover	your	vehicle.Medical	and	health	insuranceTravel	insurance	Fire	insurancePersonal	accident	insurance	Info	BulletinMotor	insurance	is	a
compulsory	insurance	that	every	motor	vehicle	in	Malaysia	must	have	under	the	Road	Transport	Act	1987.	CoveragePolicy	Act	Third	party	Third	party,	fire	&	theft	Comprehensive	Liability	to	third	party	due	to	injury	and	death.	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Loss	of	property	suffered	by	third	party.	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Loss	to	own	vehicle	due	to	accidental	fire	or	theft.
No	No	Yes	Yes	Loss	and	damage	to	own	vehicle	due	to	accident.	No	No	No	Yes	A	comprehensive	policy	provides	a	thorough	protection	compared	to	the	other	three	policies	as	above.	The	similarity	on	these	policies	is	to	give	a	protection	excluding	the	claims	by	the	driver	and	passengers	such	as	injury	and	death.As	an	example,	Agus	was	driving	his
car,	with	his	friend,	Faizal	as	a	passenger.	Agus	lost	control	and	knocked	into	another	car	driven	by	Devi.	Agus,	Faizal	and	Devi	were	injured,	and	Agus	and	Devi’s	cars	were	damaged.	Info	BulletinIn	motor	insurance,•	the	first	party	→	the	driver	(policyholder),•	the	second	party	→	the	insurance	company•	the	third	party	→any	other	individuals	that	are
involved	in	a	accident	caused	by	the	driver,	excluding	the	passenger77KPM	CHAPTER	3	Info	BulletinLiability	is	the	amountof	debt	that	needs	to	be	paid	with	money,	goods	or	service.	Info	BulletinScan	the	QR	code	or	visit	bit.do/Chap3MHI	for	more	information	about	medical	and	health	insurance.	Why	is	the	medicaland	health	insurance	important
even	though	the	government	provides	medical	and	health	services	in	government	hospitals?	Discuss.If	Agus	insured	his	car	under	the	comprehensive	policy,	this	policy	will	cover	injury	and	car	damage	claimed	by	the	third	party,	who	is	Devi	and	the	loss	and	damage	of	Agus’s	car.	However,	the	medical	costs	incurred	by	Agus	and	Faizal	will	not	be
covered.(ii)	Fire	insuranceFire	insurance	provides	coverage	against	damage	caused	by	fire,	lightning	and	explosion	that	occur	at	home	or	business	premise.	Compensation	will	be	paid	by	the	insurance	company	to	recover	the	policyholder’s	financial	position,	subject	to	the	sum	insured.	For	coverage	other	than	fire,	lightning	and	explosion,	policyholder
may	incorporate	additional	coverages	such	as	hurricane,	flood,	riot	and	others	into	the	existing	fire	policy	at	an	additional	premium.(iii)	Medical	and	health	insuranceApart	from	the	risk	of	death,	you	should	also	be	aware	of	the	risks	of	deteriorating	health.	This	is	because	you	may	have	to	bear	medical	expenses	such	as	hospitalisation	and	surgery
costs.	Some	of	the	policies	in	this	insurance	are:•	hospitalisation	and	surgical	insurance	•	critical	illness	insurance•	disability	income	insurance•	hospital	income	insurance(iv)	Personal	accident	insurancePersonal	accident	insurance	provides	coverage	in	the	occurrence	that	the	policyholder	suffers	a	bodily	injury,	disability	or	death	resulting	directly
from	accident.	This	insurance	is	different	from	life	insurance,	and	medical	and	health	insurance.(v)	Travel	insuranceTravel	insurance	protects	policyholder	against	losses	during	travel	whether	by	land,	air	or	sea	such	as	death	and	permanent	disability,	loss	of	luggage,	passport	and	money,	medical	expenses	and	others.78	KPMCHAPTER	3Interactive
PlatformCHAPTER	3	Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	The	coverage	period	for	most	general	insurance	policies	is	one	year	or	less	than	a	year.	Thepremiums	are	paid	once	only	when	you	need	the	coverage	of	the	policy.Group	insuranceGroup	insurance	provides	coverage	to	a	group	of	individuals,	typically	employees	in	a	company	or	pupils	in	schools
and	students	in	educational	institutions.•	Group	insurance	for	organisationFinancial	protection	is	provided	to	employees	of	an	organisation	in	the	events	of	death,	disability,	hospitalisation	and	surgery	under	certain	policy	and	coverage	limit.	With	this	insurance,	the	employees	of	the	company	will	enjoy	proper	protection	from	their	employer.•	Group
insurance	for	pupilsFinancial	protection	is	provided	to	pupils	in	the	events	of	death,	paralysis,	disability	and	wheelchair	allowance	under	certain	policy	and	coverage	limit.	For	example,	Ministryof	Education	Malaysia	has	implemented	a	protection	scheme	for	pupils	of	government	schools	and	government-aided	schools	under	the	Takaful	Pelajar
Sekolah	Malaysia	(TPSM)	scheme.Generally,	the	reasons	you	should	get	an	insurance	are	as	follows.	Info	BulletinThe	mySalam	national	health	protection	scheme	is	an	initiative	started	bythe	government	which	aims	to	provide	8	million	Malaysian	citizens	with	free	takaful	protection.	Visit	mysalam.com.my	for	more	information.	✓	As	a	financial	aid	to
the	family	in	the	occurrence	of	your	disability,	critical	illness	or	death✓	Managing	living	expenses,	debts	and	commitments	in	the	event	that	you	are	unable	to	work✓	Paying	for	high	medical	expenses✓	As	compensation	for	losses	incurred	Self	Practice	3.1a1.	Based	on	the	situation	below,	answer	the	following	questions.Encik	Daud	buys	an	insurance
policy	to	cover	himself	in	case	of	an	accident	from	Syarikat	Insurans	Bersatu	for	RM300	000	with	a	monthly	payment	of	RM100.	(a)	Who	is	the	insurance	company	and	the	policyholder?(b)	How	much	is	the	coverage	limit?(c)	How	much	is	the	monthly	premium?(d)	State	the	risk	to	be	insured.79KPM	CHAPTER	3	One	day,	Melisa’s	car	collided	with
another	car	in	an	accident	and	she	was	at	fault.	Both	cars	were	badly	damaged,	and	the	other	driver	suffered	a	broken	leg.	Melisa	wants	to	file	a	claim	for	the	damage	for	both	cars,	as	well	as	the	medical	expenses	for	the	driver	of	the	other	car.	Example	Number	of	days	Policyholder	(RM)	Policyholder	and	spouse	(RM)	Family	(RM)	Asia	Europe	Asia
Europe	Asia	Europe	2.Based	on	the	scenario	above,	state	the	claim	that	Melisa	can	make	from	her	insurance	company	if	she	insures	her	car	under	the	third	party	policy.How	to	investigate,	interpret	and	perform	calculations	involving	insurance	rates	and	premiums?1The	table	below	shows	the	premiums	for	travel	insurance	offered	by	Syarikat
Insurans	PQ	Bhd.	to	countries	in	Asia	and	Europe.Investigate,	interpretand	perform	calculations	involving	insurance	rates	and	premiums.	1	–	56	–	1011	–	18Annual	premium	(18	–	69	years	old)39	53	69	98	87	13358	79	107	150	136	18479	127	152	246	218	304230	280	–	–	–	–	(a)	What	are	the	factors	that	influence	the	difference	in	premiums	for	the
travel	insurance?(b)	Why	is	the	premium	higher	for	a	longer	travel	period?(c)	Shahir’s	work	as	a	photographer	requires	him	to	visit	many	countries	in	Europe	within	a	year.	He	will	visit	a	country	for	12	to	15	days.	Which	insurance	is	suitable	for	Shahir	to	buy	in	relation	to	his	job?	Give	your	reason.Solution:(a)	Destination,	duration	of	travel	and
number	of	people	insured.(b)	A	longer	travel	period	increases	the	probability	of	loss	to	the	policyholder	while	abroad.(c)	Shahir	should	buy	annual	premium	travel	insurance	for	countries	in	Europe	as	it	is	more	economical	than	buying	insurance	for	11	to	18	days	per	trip.80KPMCHAPTER	3CHAPTER	3Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	Info	Bulletin(i)
The	premium	rate	schedule	providesthe	gross	amount	of	premium	charged	to	the	policyholder.(ii)	The	face	value	of	policy	is	the	amount	of	money	chosenby	the	policyholderto	obtain	insurance	coverage.	This	amount	will	be	paid	to	the	beneficiariesin	the	occurrence	of	death	or	total	and	permanent	disability	of	the	policyholder	on	the	policy’s	maturity
date.How	to	calculate	a	premium	for	life	insurance?For	life	insurance,	the	amount	of	premium	paid	depends	on	the	chosen	face	value,	age,	gender	and	smoking	status.	This	premium	calculation	is	based	on	a	premium	rate	schedule	for	every	RMx	face	value.2The	annual	premium	rate	schedule	per	RM1	000	face	value	of	a	yearly	renewable	term
insurance	offered	by	Syarikat	Insurans	XYZ	is	as	follows.	Premium	=	Face	value	of	policy	×	1	Premium	rate2	RMx	per	RMx	Example	Age	Male	(RM)	Female	(RM)	Non-smoker	Smoker	Non-smoker	Smoker	35	2.12	2.72	1.45	1.78	36	2.18	2.80	1.50	1.84	37	2.26	2.91	1.56	1.93	382.363.051.632.03	39	2.49	3.23	1.71	2.14	40	2.66	3.47	1.80	2.26	(a)	Why
does	the	premium	rate	increase	(i)	as	the	age	increases?(ii)	for	a	smoker?(b)	Based	on	the	table,	calculate	the	annual	premium	for	each	of	the	following	situations.Mr	Guan	wants	to	buy	an	insurance	policy	worth	RM100	000.	He	is	39	years	old,	healthy	and	a	non-smoker.Madam	Shapuva	is	36	years	old,	healthy	and	a	non-smoker.	She	wants	to	buy	an
insurance	policy	worth	RM250	000	and	wants	to	add	on	a	critical	illness	policy.	Syarikat	Insurans	XYZ	offers	a	critical	illness	policy	with	a	coverage	of	30%	of	basic	face	value	and	the	premium	rate	is	RM1.77	per	RM1	000	based	on	Madam	Shapuva’s	age	and	health	status.Solution:(a)	(i)	(ii)(i)	(ii)Premium	rate	increases	with	increasing	age	because
the	life	expectancy	of	each	person	decreases	with	age.The	probability	of	a	smoker	being	exposed	to	illness	is	higher	than	that	of	a	non-smoker	who	lives	a	healthy	lifestyle.81Info	BulletinYearly	renewable	term	insurance	provides	protection	for	one	year	and	can	be	renewed	for	the	next	year	as	stipulated	by	the	insurance	company.KPM	CHAPTER	3
Info	Bulletin(i)	Tariff	is	a	list	offixed	prices	used	to	organise	and	control	premium	charges	and	wording	of	policies	under	the	insurance	act.(ii)	Insurance	companies	will	add	additionalcharges	to	the	minimum	premium	such	as	operating	expenses,	agent	commissions,	additional	coverages	and	others.How	to	calculate	a	premium	for	motor	insurance?
Depending	only	on	the	engine	capacity	of	vehicleThe	premium	rate	is	75%	of	the	comprehensive	policy’s	basic	premium	Depending	on	the	engine	capacity	and	the	market	value	of	the	vehicle	when	you	want	to	insure	it(b)	(i)(ii)	From	the	table,	the	premium	rate	is	RM1.50.	The	total	coverage	for	critical	illness=	30	×	RM250	000	100=	RM75	000Madam
Shapuva’s	annual	premium=	Annual	basic	premium	+	Annual	additional	premium	for	critical	illness=	RM250	000	×	RM1.50	+	RM75	000	×	RM1.77	RM1	000	RM1	000=	RM375	+	RM132.75	=	RM507.75Motor	insurance	is	calculated	based	on	the	Motor	Tariff	that	provides	the	minimum	premium	for	the	insurance	coverage.	These	tariffs	are	regulated
by	law.	The	amount	of	the	premium	depends	on	the	factors	such	as	the	type	of	vehicle	and	its	usage,	the	engine	capacity,	the	type	and	amount	of	coverage	desired.	The	premiums	charged	are	different	for	each	motor	policy.From	the	table,	the	premium	rate	is	RM2.49.	Mr	Guan’s	annual	premium=	RM100	000	×	RM2.49	RM1	000=	RM249.00
82KPMCHAPTER	3Third	party	policyThird	party,	fire	and	theft	policyAct	policyComprehensive	policyCHAPTER	3	Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	The	table	below	shows	the	premium	rates	under	the	Motor	Tariff	for	motor	policies	issued	inPeninsular	Malaysia,	Sabah	and	Sarawak.	Engine	capacity	not	exceeding	(cc)Peninsular	Malaysia	Sabah	and
Sarawak	Comprehensive	policy	(RM)	Third	party	policy	(RM)Comprehensive	policy	(RM)	Third	party	policy	(RM)	1	400	273.80	120.60	196.20	67.50	1	650	305.50	135.00	220.00	75.60	2	200	339.10	151.20	243.90	85.20	3	050372.60167.40266.5093.60	4	100	404.30	181.80	290.40	101.70	4	250	436.00	196.20	313.00	110.10	4	400	469.60	212.40	336.90
118.20	Over	4	400	501.30	226.80	359.50	126.60	*	For	comprehensive	policy,	the	rate	charged	is	for	the	first	RM1	000	of	the	sum	insured	Source:	Schedule	of	Motor	Tariff	2015The	formulae	to	calculate	the	basic	premium	of	the	comprehensive	policy:(i)	For	Peninsular	Malaysia,	the	basic	premium=	Rate	for	the	first	RM1	000	+	RM26	for	each	RM1
000	or	part	thereof	on	value	exceeding	the	first	RM1	000(ii)	For	Sabah	and	Sarawak,	the	basic	premium=	Rate	for	the	first	RM1	000	+	RM20.30	for	each	RM1	000	or	part	thereof	on	value	exceeding	thefirst	RM1	0003Encik	Ramli	owns	and	uses	a	Proton	Exora	1.6	in	Peninsular	Malaysia.	The	information	of	the	car	is	as	follows:Calculate	the	gross
premium	for	Encik	Ramli’s	car	under	the	comprehensive	policy,	the	third	party,	fire	and	theft	policy,	and	the	third	party	policy.83iVisit	the	General	Insurance	Association	of	Malaysia	(PIAM)	website	for	more	information	on	general	insurance	services	in	Malaysia.	–	Technology	Example	Sum	insured	:	RM60	000	Age	of	vehicle	:	5	years	Engine	capacity	:
1	600	cc	NCD	:	25%KPM	CHAPTER	3	Info	BulletinNo	Claim	Discount	(NCD)	clause	will	be	issuedif	no	claim	is	made	against	your	policy	within	the	period	of	coverage	before	the	policy	renewal	is	made.	As	such,	the	premiums	payable	canbe	reduced	by	yourNCD	eligibility.	You	will	lose	your	entire	NCD	eligibility	when	a	personal	or	third-party	claim	is
made	against	your	policy.	NCD	eligibility	depends	on	your	vehicle	classand	the	number	of	years	of	continuous	driving	experience	without	claim.	Benefit	Total	coverage	(RM)	Annual	premium	based	on	occupation	Class	1	&	2	(RM)	Class	3	(RM)	Solution:For	comprehensive	policy:(a)	The	first	RM1	000(b)	RM26	×	59(each	RM1	000	balance)(c)	Basic
premium	=	(a)	+	(b)(d)	NCD	25%(e)	Gross	premium	=	(c)	–	(d)RM305.50RM1	534RM1	839.50RM459.88RM1	379.62Refer	to	the	table.60	000	–	1	0001	000	=	590.25	×	1	839.50	=	459.880.75	×	1	839.50	=	1	379.630.25	×	1	379.63	=	344.91Refer	to	the	table.0.25	×	135.00	=	33.75	For	third	party,	fire	and	theft	policy:	(a)	Basic	premium(b)	NCD	25%(c)
Gross	premium	=	(a)	–	(b)For	third	party	policy:(a)	Basic	premium(b)	NCD	25%(c)	Gross	premium	=	(a)	–	(b)RM1	379.63RM344.91RM1	034.72RM135.00RM33.75RM101.25	However,	the	premiums	payable	may	differ	from	the	actual	value	of	the	premiums	that	the	insurance	company	may	charge.	There	are	additional	charges	which	are	payable	by	the
policyholder	such	as	commission	to	the	agent,	service	tax	and	stamp	duty.Self	Practice	3.1b1.	The	table	below	shows	some	of	the	benefits	of	personal	accident	insurance	offered	by	Syarikat	Insurans	RST.Accidental	death	100	000	Total	and	permanent	disability200	000364.75	1	065.40	Permanent	disability	150	000	*	Class	1	–	Occupation	in	low	risk
industries	and	in	office.*	Class	2	–	Occupation	involving	non-manual	works	with	semi-hazardous	industry.	*	Class	3	–	Occupation	involving	manual	works	and	use	of	tools	or	machinery.In	your	opinion,	what	makes	the	premium	for	class	3	occupation	higher	than	class	1	and	class	2?84KPMCHAPTER	3CHAPTER	3	Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	2.
The	table	below	shows	the	annual	premium	rate	per	RM1	000	face	value	of	a	renewablelife	insurance	offered	by	an	insurance	company.	Age	Male	(RM)	Female	(RM)	Non-smoker	Smoker	Non-smoker	Smoker	27	2.12	2.72	1.18	1.40	28	2.12	2.73	1.19	1.42	29	2.12	2.75	1.21	1.44	30	2.12	2.79	1.23	1.46	Based	on	the	face	value	of	RM120	000,(a)	calculate
the	annual	premium	for	a	29-year-old	man	who	smokes	and	a	29-year-oldman	who	does	not	smoke.(b)	calculate	the	annual	premium	for	a	30-year-old	woman	who	smokes	and	a	30-year-oldwoman	who	does	not	smoke.3.	Encik	Zakri	stays	in	Peninsular	Malaysia.	He	wants	to	buy	a	motor	insurance	policy.	The	following	is	the	information	regarding	the
vehicle	he	wants	to	insure.Calculate	the	gross	premium	for	the	comprehensive	policy,	the	third	party,	fire	and	theft	policy,	and	the	third	party	policy	based	on	the	Schedule	of	Motor	Tariff	2015.	How	to	solve	problems	involving	insurance?Sum	insured	:	RM85	000	Age	of	vehicle	:	6	years	Engine	capacity	:	2	494	cc	NCD	:	30%	The	loss	you	incuris	RM5
500.	The	insurance	company	will	pay	RM5	300.	The	balance	of	RM200	will	be	borne	by	you.Why	can’t	I	receive	full	compensation?Solve	problems	involving	insurance	including	deductible	and	co-insurance.Read	the	insurance	policy	contract	carefully	before	you	agree	to	buy	the	insurance	policy	and	get	a	clearer	explanation	from	your	insurance
agent.85	There	are	several	provisions	in	the	insurance	contract	that	may	cause	the	policyholder	to	receive	compensation	less	than	the	actual	loss	and	hence	have	to	bear	part	of	the	loss.	Amongst	these	provisions	are	deductible	and	co-insurance,	which	is	also	known	as	joint	insurance.KPM	CHAPTER	3	What	is	deductible?Example	Month	Loss	(RM)
Can	make	a	claim?	Amount	of	compensation	(RM)	Example	Deductible	is	a	an	amount	that	must	be	borne	by	the	policyholder	before	they	can	make	a	claim	from	the	insurance	company.	Deductible	is	commonly	found	in	the	contract	of	property	insurance,	medical	and	health	insurance	and	motor	insurance.	This	provision	is	not	in	the	life	insurance	and
personal	liability	insurance.4Madam	Suhaila	has	purchased	motor	insurance	for	her	car	with	a	deductible	provision	of	RM300.	During	the	insurance	coverage	period,	Madam	Suhaila	suffered	three	accidents.	The	losses	suffered	in	March,	July	and	August	were	RM2	800,	RM250	and	RM400	respectively.	State	whether	Madam	Suhaila	can	make	a	claim
for	the	losses	suffered.	If	yes,	state	the	amount	of	compensation	that	can	be	claimed	for	each	loss.	Solution:MarchJulyAugust2	800250400Yes	2	500No	NoneYes	100The	amount	of	the	loss	exceeds	the	deductible	amount.	Hence,	a	claim	can	be	made.Amount	of	compensation=	RM2	800	–	RM300	=	RM2	500The	amount	of	the	loss	is	less	than	the
deductible	amount.	Hence,	a	claim	cannot	be	made	for	this	loss.	First	year:Treatment	cost	=	RM8	000The	amount	of	the	loss	exceeds	the	deductible	amount.	Hence,	a	claim	can	be	made.	Amount	of	compensation	=	RM400	–	RM300	=	RM100In	motor	insurance,	the	policyholder	is	responsible	for	a	compulsory	deductible	of	RM400	if	the	insured
vehicle	is	driven	by	an	individual	who	is	not	named	in	the	policy,	who	is	named	in	the	policy	but	is	under	21	years	old,	and	who	is	the	holder	of	a	provisional	(L)	driving	licence	or	the	holder	of	a	full	driving	licence	of	less	than	2	years.	Other	deductibles	are	at	the	discretion	of	the	insurance	company.5Cher	Lin	has	a	medical	insurance	policy	with	a
deductible	of	RM30	000	per	year	withan	annual	limit	of	RM300	000.	In	the	first	year	of	her	insured	period,	Cher	Lin	had	been	hospitalised	for	appendix	surgery	and	the	treatment	cost	was	RM8	000.	In	the	following	year,	Cher	Lin	underwent	heart	surgery	and	the	treatment	cost	was	RM210	000.	State	the	amount	borne	by	Cher	Lin	and	the	amount
paid	by	the	insurance	company	for	the	first	and	the	second	year	of	her	insurance	period.Solution:	The	treatment	cost	is	less	than	the	deductible	amount.	Amount	borne	by	Cher	Lin	=	RM8	000	86KPMCHAPTER	3Second	year:Treatment	cost	=	RM210	000CHAPTER	3	Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	The	treatment	cost	is	more	than	the	deductible
amount.	Amount	covered	by	Cher	Lin	=	RM30	000Amount	paid	by	the	insurance	company=	RM210	000	–	RM30	000	Treatment	cost	–	deductible	=	RM180	000What	is	co-insurance	in	property	insurance?	Co-insurance	is	the	cost	sharing	of	the	loss	between	theinsurance	company	and	the	policyholder.For	the	co-insurance	clause	in	property	insurance,
the	policyholder	is	required	to	insure	his	property	at	a	certain	amount	based	on	the	percentage	of	co-insurance	determined	by	the	insurance	company	from	the	insurable	value	of	the	property.	If	this	co-insurance	provision	is	not	met,	the	policyholder	will	have	to	bear	some	of	the	losses	together	with	the	insurance	company.Therefore,	if	the
policyholder	wishes	to	recover	full	compensation	for	the	partial	loss	incurred,	he	must	insure	the	property	in	accordance	with	his	co-insurance	provisions.If	the	insured	value	=	amount	of	required	insuranceAmount	of	compensation=	Amount	of	loss	–	Deductiblewhere	the	amount	of	loss	<	the	amount	of	insurance	purchased.	Total	loss	–	amount	ofWith
deductible	provision	and	co-insurance	in	insurance	policy,	the	premium	becomes	lower.87	Info	Bulletin(i)	Clause	is	a	part	of	a	written	legal	document.(ii)	The	insurable	value	of	property	is	the	actual	value	of	assets,	the	cost	of	replacementof	the	property	or	any	other	value	stated	in	the	valuation	clause	of	insurance	policy.	123compensation	from	basic
If	the	insured	value	,	amount	of	required	insuranceAmount	of	compensationmedical	insurance	–	corridor	deductible=1Amount	of	insurance	2	purchasedAmount	of	required	insurance×1	Amount	2	of	loss–	(Deductible)	Suffered	a	total	lossAmount	of	compensation	1	2Amount	of	required	insurance=	Percentage	of	co-insurance	×	Insurable	value	of
property	=	Amount	of	insurancepurchased–	(Deductible)KPM	CHAPTER	3Example	Info	BulletinThe	amount	that	policyholders	bear	on	the	partial	loss	incurred	as	a	result	of	not	meeting	the	co-insurance	provision	is	known	as	the	co-insurance	penalty.	What	is	co-insurance	in	health	insurance?6Encik	Ismail	wants	to	buy	fire	insurance	for	his	house.
The	insurable	value	of	the	house	is	RM350	000.	The	fire	insurance	policy	he	wants	to	buy	has	a	co-insurance	provision	to	insure	80%	of	its	insurable	value	and	a	deductible	of	RM2	000.(a)	Calculate	the	amount	of	insurance	required	by	Encik	Ismail	for	the	house.(b)	Encik	Ismail’s	house	caught	on	fire	and	the	amount	of	loss	is	RM25	000.	Calculate	the
amount	of	compensation	that	Encik	Ismail	will	receive	if	he	insures	his	house(i)	at	the	amount	of	required	insurance,(ii)	at	a	sum	of	RM150	000.	Hence,	calculate	the	co-insurance	penalty.(c)	Encik	Ismail’s	house	suffered	a	total	loss.	If	he	insured	his	house	at	a	sum	of	RM200	000,	calculate	the	amount	compensation	he	will	receive.Solution:	80(a)
Amount	of	required	insurance	=	100	×	RM350	000	(b)	(i)=	RM280	000Amount	of	compensation	=	RM25	000	–	RM2	000	=	RM23	000(ii)	RM150	000	,	RM280	000.	The	sum	insured	is	less	than	the	amount	of	required	insurance.Amount	of	compensation	=	RM150	000	×	RM25	000	–	RM2	000	RM280	000	=	RM13	392.86	–	RM2	000	=	RM11	392.86Co-
insurance	penalty	=	RM25	000	–	RM13	392.86	=	RM11	607.14Co-insurance	penalty	is	equivalent	to	46.4%	of	the	total	loss	(c)	Amount	of	compensation	=	RM200	000	–	RM2	000=	RM198	000	=	RM152	000If	the	policyholder	insures	his	property	with	a	higher	amount	than	the	amount	of	required	insurance	under	the	co-insurance	provision,	the
compensation	calculated	using	the	co-insurance	formula	will	exceed	the	amount	of	actual	loss	incurred.	However,	the	insurance	company	will	only	pay	the	compensation	not	exceeding	the	amount	of	actual	loss	and	the	maximum	payment	for	a	loss	will	be	equal	to	the	total	face	value	of	the	insurance	purchased	by	the	policyholder.In	health	insurance
contracts,	co-insurance	is	stipulated	by	the	percentage	participation	clause,	particularly	for	the	major	medical	insurance	policy.	In	this	clause,	policyholder	is	requiredto	bear	a	portion	of	the	medical	costs	covered	by	the	contract	at	an	agreed	rate	after	taking	into	account	the	deductible	provisions,	if	any.	For	example,	80/20	co-insurance	percentage
participation	means	that	the	insurance	company	will	bear	80%	of	the	medical	costs	covered	by	the	policy	and	20%	will	be	borne	by	the	policyholder.88Amount	of	loss	borne	by	Encik	Ismail=	RM350	000	–	RM198	000	KPMCHAPTER	37Madam	Chen	has	a	major	medical	insurance	policy	with	a	deductible	provision	of	RM500	and	a	75/25	co-insurance
percentage	participation	clause	in	her	policy.	Calculate	the	cost	borne	by	the	insurance	company	and	Madam	Chen	herself	if	the	medical	cost	covered	by	her	policy	is	RM20	600.Solution:Medical	cost	after	deductible	=	RM20	600	–	RM500=	RM20	100The	cost	borne	by	the	insurance	company=	75	×	RM20	100	100=	RM15	075The	cost	borne	by
Madam	Chen=	25	×	RM20	100	+	RM500	Deductible	100=	RM5	525Guidelines	to	choose	your	best	insurance:The	deductible	provision	must	be	met	by	the	policyholder	before	she	can	receive	the	benefits	of	the	insurance	she	has	purchased.The	difference	between	deductible	and	co-insurance:•	Deductible	is	an	amountthe	policyholders	must	pay	in
advance	regardless	of	the	amount	of	eligible	benefits.•	Co-insurance	is	a	cost	sharing	where	the	policyholders	bornea	certain	percentage	of	the	loss	with	the	insurance	company.Why	is	there	no	penalty	for	health	insurance?CHAPTER	3Consumer	Mathematics:	Insurance	Example	Understand	the	scope	of	the	coverage,	the	terms	and	conditions	of	the
policy.	Avoid	unnecessary	coverage.	Find	out	the	total	coverage	needed.	Compare	the	premium	rates	and	insurance	benefits.	8	Example	Jesnita	wants	to	buy	a	medical	insurance	policy	for	herself.	She	compares	the	benefits	of	the	policy	plans	from	two	different	insurance	companies,	XX	and	YY.	BenefitInsurance	company	XX	(RM)	YY	(RM)	Overall
annual	limit	Hospital	room	and	boardIntensive	care	unitBased	on	the	table,	which	insurance	policy	plan	is	better	for	Jesnita?	Justify	your	answer.8950	000	50	000160	200(maximum	365	days	per	annum)	(maximum	200	days	per	annum)	Daily	government	hospital	cash	allowanceAs	charged	(maximum	90	days	per	annum)	100400(maximum	90	days	per
annum)	50	(maximum	365	days	per	annum)	(maximum	200	days	per	annum)	Annual	premium	506.02	637.02	KPM	CHAPTER	3Summary	Arena	Solution:The	XX	policy	plan	is	better	because	even	though	both	provide	the	same	overall	annual	limit	of	RM50	000,	the	annual	premium	for	XX	is	lower	than	YY.	Besides,	the	benefits	offered	are	better	in
terms	of	coverage	period,	which	is	whole	year-round	for	hospital	room	and	board,	and	daily	government	hospital	cash	allowance.	In	addition,	there	is	no	coverage	limit	for	intensive	care	unit	because	the	compensation	is	paid	according	to	the	amount	charged	to	the	policyholder,	unlike	YY	which	has	a	limit	of	RM400	for	the	same	coverage	period.	RISK
AND	INSURANCE	COVERAGE	Risk	Insurance	Life	InsuranceGeneral	InsuranceCalculation	of	insurance	premiums	PremiumSolving	problems	Deductible	Co-insurance=	Face	value	of	policy	×	1Premium	rate2	RMx	per	RMx90•	Motor	insurance•	Fire	insurance•	Medical	and	health•	Personal	accident	insurance•	Travel	insuranceinsurance
KPMCHAPTER	3	
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